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Abstract
Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra of rank l over an algebraically closed field of character-
istic 0. Let e be a nilpotent element of g and let ge be the centraliser of e in g. In this paper we study the
algebra S(ge)ge of symmetric invariants of ge. We prove that if g is of type A or C, then S(ge)ge is always
a graded polynomial algebra in l variables, and we show that this continues to hold for some nilpotent el-
ements in the Lie algebras of other types. In type A we prove that the invariant algebra S(ge)ge is freely
generated by a regular sequence in S(ge) and describe the tangent cone at e to the nilpotent variety of g.
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0. Introduction
0.1. Let g be a finite-dimensional reductive Lie algebra of rank l over an algebraically closed
field K of characteristic zero, and let G be the adjoint group of g. Let N (g) denote the nilpotent
cone of g, i.e., the set of all nilpotent elements of g. Given x ∈ g we denote by gx and Gx the
centraliser of x in g and G, respectively. It is well known that gx = LieGx = LieG◦x (here and
in what follows H ◦ stands for the identity component of an algebraic group H ).
Inspired by a conversation with J. Brundan at the Oberwolfach meeting on enveloping algebras
in March 2005, the second author put forward the following conjecture.
Conjecture 0.1. For any x ∈ g the invariant algebra S(gx)gx is a graded polynomial algebra
in l variables.
In order to prove (or disprove) Conjecture 0.1 it suffices to consider the case where g is simple
and x ∈N (g). The conjecture is known to hold for some x ∈N (g). For example, when x = 0, it
is an immediate consequence of the Chevalley Restriction Theorem. At the other extreme, when
x ∈N (g) is regular, the centraliser gx is abelian of dimension l and we have S(gx)gx = S(gx) ∼=
K[X1, . . . ,Xl] with degXi = 1 for all i.
Conjecture 0.1 is closely related to an earlier conjecture of A. Elashvili (initiated by a question
of A. Bolsinov). Recall that the index of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra s over K, denoted ind s,
is defined as the minimal dimension of the stabilisers of linear functions on s. In other words,
ind s = min{dim sf | f ∈ s∗} where sf = {x ∈ s | f ([x, s]) = 0}. Elashvili’s conjecture states
that
indgx = l = rkg (∀x ∈ g).
According to Vinberg’s inequality, indgx  l for all x ∈ g (see [18, 1.6 and 1.7], but the equality
is much harder to establish.
During the last decade Elashvili’s conjecture drew attention of several Lie theorists. Similar to
Conjecture 0.1 it reduces to the case in which g is simple and x ∈N (g). For the spherical nilpo-
tent orbits, Elashvili’s conjecture was proved in [18] and [19] by the first author. For g classical,
Elashvili’s conjecture was recently proved in [29] by the third author. In 2004, J.-Y. Charbonnel
published a case-free proof of Elashvili’s conjecture applicable to all simple Lie algebras; see [6].
Unfortunately, the argument in [6] has a gap in the final part of the proof, which was pointed out
by L. Rybnikov. At present we are unable to close this gap. Answering a question of Elashvili,
W. de Graaf used a computer programme to verify the conjecture for all nilpotent elements in the
Lie algebra of type E8 (unpublished). Since there are many nilpotent orbits in the Lie algebras of
exceptional types, it is difficult to present the results of such computations in a concise way.
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and remains a challenging open problem for the Lie algebras of type E and F4. We feel that it
would be very important to find a conceptual proof of Elashvili’s conjecture applicable to all
finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras.
0.2. The main goal of this paper is to prove Conjecture 0.1 for all nilpotent elements in the
Lie algebras of type A and C. Our methods also work for some nilpotent elements in the Lie
algebras of type B and D and for a few nilpotent orbits in the exceptional Lie algebras.
From now on, we fix a nonregular element e ∈ N (g) \ {0} and include it into an sl2-triple
(e,h,f ) of g. Let (·,·) denote the scalar multiple of the Killing form of g such that (e, f ) = 1,
and put χ = (e, ·). The map κ from g to g∗ which takes x to (x, ·) extends uniquely to a G-
equivariant isomorphism between the symmetric algebra S(g) and the coordinate algebra K[g]
of g. This isomorphism of graded algebras will be denoted by the same letter κ and referred to as
a Killing isomorphism. The G-equivariance of (·,·) implies that ge = [e,g]⊥. On the other hand,
g = [e,g] ⊕ gf by the sl2-theory. It follows that the Killing isomorphism κ induces an algebra
isomorphism
κe :S(ge) ∼−→ K[gf ], x 
→ (x, ·)|gf (∀x ∈ ge).
The coordinate algebra K[gf ] carries a natural Z-grading in which the linear forms on gf have
degree 1. Each nonzero ϕ ∈ K[gf ] is expressed uniquely as
ϕ = ϕk + terms of higher degree,
where ϕk is a nonzero homogeneous element of degree k = k(ϕ). We say that ϕk is the initial
term of ϕ, written ϕk = in(ϕ). For ϕ = 0 we set in(ϕ) = 0.
Let Se denote the Slodowy slice e + gf at e through the adjoint orbit G · e. The translation
map x 
→ e + x induces an isomorphism of affine varieties τ :gf ∼−→ Se . The comorphism τ ∗
maps the coordinate algebra K[Se] isomorphically onto K[gf ].
Let F be a homogeneous element in S(g). Then κ(F ) ∈ K[g] and κ(F )|Se ∈ K[Se]. The
above discussion shows that τ ∗(κ(F )|Se ) ∈ K[gf ] and κ−1e (in(τ ∗(κ(F )|Se ))) ∈ S(ge). We now
put
eF := κ−1e
(
in
(
τ ∗
(
κ(F )|Se
)))
.
Thus, to each homogeneous F ∈ S(g) we assign a homogeneous element eF ∈ S(ge). Roughly
speaking, eF is the initial component of F|κ(Se).
Proposition 0.1. If F is a homogeneous element of S(g)G, then eF ∈ S(ge)Ge .
We give two proofs of Proposition 0.1. The first proof relies in a crucial way on some prop-
erties of the quantisation of the coordinate algebra K[Se] introduced in [20] (see also [12]). The
second (elementary) proof is given in Appendix A.
0.3. Of particular interest are those homogeneous generating sets {F1, . . . ,Fl} ⊂ S(g)g for
which the resulting systems eF 1, . . . , eF l are algebraically independent. In Section 2, we show
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F1, . . . ,Fl in S(g)g we have the inequality
l∑
i=1
deg eF i  (dimge + rkg)/2. (1)
Furthermore, eF 1, . . . , eF l are algebraically independent in S(ge) if and only if the equality holds
in (1), that is∑li=1 deg eF i = (dimge+rkg)/2. If this happens, we say that the system F1, . . . ,Fl
is good for e.
Given a linear function γ on ge we denote by gγe the stabiliser of γ in ge and set(
g∗e
)
sing :=
{
γ ∈ g∗e
∣∣ dimgγe > indge}.
The complement g∗e \ (g∗e )sing consists of all regular linear functions of ge. We prove in Section 2
that if Elashvili’s conjecture holds for ge, then for any good generating set {F1, . . . ,Fl} ⊂ S(g)g
the differentials dγ ( eF 1), . . . , dγ ( eF l) are linearly independent at γ ∈ g∗e if and only if γ is reg-
ular in g∗e . When e = 0, this is a classical result of Lie theory often referred to as Kostant’s
differential criterion for regularity (note that any homogeneous generating system in S(g)g is
good for e = 0 and Elashvili’s conjecture is true in this case). When e is regular nilpotent, the
statement follows from another theorem of Kostant saying that the restriction of the adjoint quo-
tient map to the Slodowy slice Se is an isomorphism of algebraic varieties. Beyond these two
extreme cases our result seems to be new. It should be stressed, however, that if g is not of type A
or C, then there may exist nilpotent elements in g which do not admit good generating systems
in S(g)g. One such element in g = so12 is exhibited in Example 4.1. Quite surprisingly, the root
vectors in Lie algebras of type E8 provide yet another example of this kind.
0.4. Our proof of the above results relies on some geometric properties of Poisson algebras
of Slodowy slices (established in [20] and [12]) and a theorem of Odesskii, Rubtsov [16] on poly-
nomial Poisson algebras with a regular structure of symplectic leaves. All necessary background
on polynomial Poisson algebras is assembled in Section 1.
LetA= K[x1, . . . , xn] be a polynomial algebra in n variables. For g1, . . . , gm ∈A, we denote
by J (g1, . . . , gm) the Jacobian locus of g1, . . . , gm, i.e., the set of all ξ ∈ SpecmA for which
the differentials dξg1, . . . , dξ gm are linearly dependent. Suppose A is a Poisson algebra and let
π ∈ HomA(Ω2(A),A) be the corresponding Poisson bivector. Let Z(A) denote the Poisson cen-
tre of A. The defect of the skew-symmetric matrix ({xi, xj })1i,jn with entries in A is called
the index of A and denoted indA. It is well known (and easily seen) that tr.degK Z(A) indA.
We denote by Singπ the set of all ξ ∈ SpecmA for which rkπ(ξ) < n − indA. A subset
{Q1, . . .Ql} ⊂ Z(A) is said to be admissible if l = indA and the Jacobian locus J (Q1, . . . ,Ql)
has codimension  2 in An. We say that (A,π) is a quasi-regular Poisson algebra if Z(A)
contains an admissible subset and Singπ has codimension  2 in SpecmA.
Assume now that A = K[x1, . . . , xn] is graded and each xi is homogeneous of positive de-
gree. Let f1, . . . , fs be a collection of homogeneous elements in A such that the Jacobian locus
J (f1, . . . , fs) has codimension 2 in SpecmA, and denote by R the subalgebra ofA generated
by f1, . . . , fs . Inspired by Skryabin’s result [24, Theorem 5.4] on modular invariants of finite
group schemes we prove that if an element f˜ ∈A is algebraic over R, then necessarily f˜ ∈ R.
This has the following consequence.
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that A=⊕k0A(k) is graded in such a way that xi ∈A(ri) for some ri > 0, where 1 i  n.
Suppose further that Z(A) contains an admissible set {Q1, . . . ,Ql} consisting of homogeneous
elements of A. Then Z(A) = K[Q1, . . . ,Ql].
0.5. In this paper, we mostly apply Theorem 0.2 to the pair (A,π) = (S(ge),πPLe ) where
πPLe is the Poisson bivector of S(ge) induced by the Lie bracket of ge. In this situation Z(A) =
S(ge)ge . (One noteworthy application of Theorem 0.2 to quantisations of Slodowy slices can
be found in Remark 2.1.) Of course, before applying Theorem 0.2 to the pair (S(ge),πPLe ) we
have to make sure that our nilpotent element qualifies. That is to say, we must check that e
admits a good generating system F1, . . . ,Fl , that Elashvili’s conjecture holds for ge, and that
J (eF 1, . . . , eF l) = (g∗e )sing has codimension  2 in g∗e . Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 0.3. Suppose e admits a good generating system F1, . . . ,Fl in S(g)g and assume
further that Elashvili’s conjecture holds for ge and (g∗e )sing has codimension  2 in g∗e . Then
S(ge)ge = S(ge)Ge is a polynomial algebra in eF 1, . . . , eF l .
Suppose g is of type An or Cn, where n 2, and let e ∈N (g). By [29], Elashvili’s conjecture
holds for ge. In Section 3, we show that the singular locus (g∗e )sing has codimension  2 in g∗e ,
whilst our results in Section 4 imply that in types A and C the invariant algebra S(g)g contains a
homogeneous generating set which is good for all nilpotent elements in g (this is no longer true
in types B and D). Applying Theorem 0.3 we are able to conclude that Conjecture 0.1 holds for
all nilpotent elements in g.
Apart from the above-mentioned results, we show in Sections 3 and 4 that the conditions
of Theorem 0.3 are satisfied for some nilpotent elements in Lie algebras of types B and D.
Section 3.9 illustrates the behavior of the simple Lie algebras g of types other than A and C by
producing a nilpotent element e ∈ g for which (g∗e )sing has codimension 1 in g∗e .
0.6. In Section 5, we study the null-cone N (e) of g∗e , that is the subvariety of g∗e consisting
of all linear functions ξ such that ϕ(ξ) = 0 for all ϕ ∈ S(ge)ge with ϕ(0) = 0. Here we have to as-
sume that g = gln. Working with the good generating set {F1, . . . ,Fn} ⊂ S(g)g mentioned in 0.5
we show that the zero locus N (e) of the ideal (eF 1, . . . , eF n) has codimension n in g∗e and hence
eF 1, . . . , eF n is a regular sequence in S(ge). As a consequence, we describe the tangent cone at
e to the variety of all nilpotent n × n matrices over K; see Corollary 5.5. Although the variety
N (e) is irreducible in some interesting cases, in general it has many irreducible components. The
problem of describing the irreducible components of N (e) for g = gln is wide open.
0.7. Let e˜ ∈Omin, whereOmin is the minimal (nonzero) nilpotent orbit in g. The element e˜ is
G-conjugate to a highest root vector in g. Recall that outside type A the orbit Omin is rigid, i.e.,
cannot be obtained by Lusztig–Spaltenstein induction from a nilpotent orbit in a Levi subalgebra
of g. We put Conjecture 0.1 to the test by investigating the invariant algebra S(ge˜)ge˜ . Here our
result is as follows.
Theorem 0.4. Suppose rkg 2. Then the singular locus (g∗
e˜
)sing has codimension  2 in g∗e˜ . If g
is not of type E8, then e˜ admits a good generating system in S(g)g and the invariant algebra
S(ge˜)ge˜ is isomorphic to a graded polynomial algebra in rkg variables. The degrees of basic
invariants of S(ge˜)ge˜ are given in Table 1.
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Type of g Degrees of basic invariants
An, n 1 1,2, . . . , n
Bn, n 3 1,3,4, . . . ,2n− 2
Cn, n 2 1,3, . . . ,2n− 1
Dn, n 4 1,3,4, . . . ,2n− 4, n− 1
E6 1,4,4,6,7,9
E7 1,4,6,8,9,11,14
F4 1,4,6,9
G2 1,4
In order to prove Theorem 0.4 for Lie algebras of types E7 we have to use the explicit system
of basic invariants for the Weyl group of type E7 constructed in [15]. In type E8, we reduce Con-
jecture 0.1 for ge˜ to a specific problem on polynomial invariants of the Weyl group of type E7;
see Theorem 4.14. In principle, this problem can be tackled by computational methods.
We adopt the Vinberg–Onishchik numbering of simple roots and fundamental weights in sim-
ple Lie algebras; see [27, tables]. The ith fundamental weight is denoted by 
i .
After posting this paper on the arXiv we have learned from Jonathan Brundan that he and
Jonathan Brown also proved, for g = gln, that the invariant algebra S(ge)ge is free for any nilpo-
tent element e ∈ g; see [2]. The approach in [2] is different from ours; it relies on the earlier work
of Brundan and Kleshchev [3] and employs an argument in the spirit of [23]. The main goal of [2]
is to construct an explicit set of elementary invariants that generate the centre of the universal
enveloping algebra U(ge). Using this generating set it is not difficult to confirm Conjecture 4.1
of this paper.
1. Some general results
1.1. Our goal in this section is twofold: to prove an extended characteristic-zero version of
Skryabin’s theorem [24] on invariants of finite group schemes and to obtain a slight generalisation
of a result of Odesskii, Rubtsov [16] on polynomial Poisson algebras. We first recall some basics
on the classical duality between differential forms and polyvector fields.
Let An = An
K
be the n-dimensional affine space with the algebra of regular functions
A = K[x1, . . . , xn]. Let W denote the derivation algebra of A. This is a free A-module
with basis consisting of partial derivatives ∂1, . . . , ∂n with respect to x1, . . . , xn. Let Ω1 =
HomA(W,A) and let Ω =
⊕n
k=0 Ωk be the exterior A-algebra on Ω1. The exterior differential
d :A→ Ω1, (df )(D) = D(f ), extends uniquely up to a zero-square graded derivation of the
A-algebra Ω . We identify Ω0 with A and regard Ω1 as the A-module of global sections on the
cotangent bundle T ∗An. Note that Ωk is a freeA-module with basis {dxi1 ∧ . . .∧ dxik | 1 i1 <
· · · < ik  n}.
We view the exterior powers Ωk = ∧kAΩ1 and ∧kAW as dual A-modules by using the
nondegenerate A-pairing
〈α1 ∧ . . .∧ αk,D1 ∧ . . .∧Dk〉 = det
(
αi(Dj )
)
.
For η ∈ Ωk , set η(D1 ∧ . . .∧Dk) := 〈η,D1 ∧ . . .∧Dk〉. For D ∈∧kAW , set D(α1 ∧ . . .∧αk) :=〈α1 ∧ . . .∧ αk,D〉. Then for D ∈∧p W = (Ωp)∗ and D′ ∈∧q W = (Ωq)∗ we haveA A
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=
∑
(sgnσ)D(ασ(1), . . . , ασ(p))D′(ασ(p+1), . . . , ασ(p+q)),
where the summation runs over the set of all permutations σ of {1, . . . , p+q} which are increas-
ing on {1, . . . , p} and {p + 1, . . . , p + q}.
For X ∈∧AW and ξ ∈ An, the specialisation Xξ is a well-defined element of the exterior
algebra
∧
Tξ (An) on the tangent space Tξ (An). For X ∈ W , the left interior product iX is the
unique A-linear endomorphism of degree −1 on Ω such that
iX(η)(D1 ∧ . . .∧Dk) = η(X ∧D1 ∧ . . .∧Dk)
(∀η ∈ Ωk+1).
For ω ∈ Ω1, the right interior product jω is the unique A-linear endomorphism of degree −1 on∧
AW such that
jω(D)(α1 ∧ . . .∧ αk) = D(α1 ∧ . . .∧ αk ∧ω)
(∀D ∈∧k+1A W ).
Using the above discussion it is easy to observe that the endomorphisms iX and jω are graded
derivations (a.k.a. super-derivations) of Ω and ∧AW , respectively. More generally, given X ∈∧p
AW and ω ∈ Ωp one defines the right interior product iX and the left interior product jω to
be the unique endomorphisms of degree −p on Ω and ∧AW , respectively, such that〈
iX(η),D
〉= 〈η,X ∧D〉 and 〈η, jω(D)〉= 〈η ∧ω,D〉 (∀D ∈∧pAW, ∀η ∈ Ω).
The mappings X 
→ iX and ω 
→ jω then give rise to A-algebra homomorphisms i :∧AW →
End(Ω)op and j :Ω → End(∧AW). In other words, we have iX ◦ iY = iY∧X and jα ◦ jβ = jα∧β
for all X,Y ∈∧AW and all α,β ∈ Ω . Finally, iX(ω) = jω(X) = 〈ω,X〉 whenever X ∈∧pAW
and ω ∈ Ωp .
The top components Ωn and
∧n
AW are free modules of rank 1 over A generated by
dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn and ∂1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂n, respectively. The mappings X 
→ iX(dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn)
and ω 
→ jω(∂1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂n) induce canonical A-module isomorphisms ∧pAW ∼= Ωn−p and
Ωp ∼=∧n−pA W .
1.2. For g1, . . . , gm ∈A, the Jacobian locus J (g1, . . . , gm) consists of all ξ ∈ An for which
the differentials dξg1, . . . , dξ gm are linearly dependent. The set J (g1, . . . , gm) is Zariski closed
in An and it coincides with An if and only if g1, . . . , gm are algebraically dependent. Our inter-
pretation of Skryabin’s result [24, Theorem 5.4] will be based on the following theorem which is
of independent interest.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose A= K[x1, . . . , xn] is graded in such a way that each xi is homogeneous
of positive degree. Let R be the subalgebra of A generated by homogeneous elements f1, . . . , fs
and assume further that J (f1, . . . , fs) has codimension  2 in An. Then R is algebraically
closed in A. In other words, if f˜ ∈A is algebraic over R, then f˜ ∈ R.
Proof. For t ∈ K×, we denote by ρ(t) the automorphism of A such that ρ(t) · f = tkf for all
f ∈A(k), whereA(k) is the kth graded component ofA. LetQ(R) be the field of fractions of R,
a subfield of K(x1, . . . , xn), and denote by R˜ the algebraic closure of R in A. Since R˜ is nothing
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of A. Since all fi are homogeneous, the subalgebra R is ρ(K×)-stable. But then so is R˜. As
a consequence, R˜ is a homogeneous subalgebra of A. Thus, in order to prove the theorem it
suffices to show that if a homogeneous element f˜ ∈A is algebraic over R, then f˜ ∈ R.
We shall argue by induction on the degree of f˜ . So assume that the statement holds for all
homogeneous elements of degree less than deg f˜ (when deg f˜ = 1, this is a valid assumption).
(a) The grading ofA induces that on the K-algebra Ω where we impose that degdxi = degxi .
Note that a ∈ A is algebraic over R if and only if da ∧ df1 ∧ . . . ∧ dfs = 0 in Ω . Since
J (g1, . . . , gm) consists of all ξ ∈ An for which dξg1 ∧ . . . ∧ dξgm = 0, our assumption on
f1, . . . , fs implies that for every subset {i1, . . . , ik} of {1, . . . , s} the locus J (fi1, . . . , fik ) has
codimension  2 in An. From this it follows that passing to smaller subsets of {f1, . . . , fs} and
renumbering if necessary we can reduce our proof to the situation where for each i the polyno-
mials {f1, . . . , fi−1, fi+1, . . . , fs, f˜ } are algebraically independent. So let us assume from now
that this is the case, and put
T := df1 ∧ . . .∧ dfs, Ti := df1 ∧ . . .∧ dfi−1 ∧ df˜ ∧ dfi+1 ∧ . . .∧ dfs (1 i  s).
By our assumption, T and the Ti are nonzero homogeneous elements of Ω .
(b) If ξ /∈ J (f1, . . . , fs), then dξf1, . . . , dξfs are linearly independent and dξ f˜ is a linear
combination of dξf1, . . . , dξfs . It follows that the specialisation of Ti at ξ is a scalar multiple of
dξf1 ∧ . . .∧ dξfs . As Ω is a free A-module, this yields that T and Ti are linearly dependent as
elements of the K(x1, . . . , xn)-vector space K(x1, . . . , xn)⊗AΩ . Combined with our discussion
in part (a) this implies that aiTi = biT for some nonzero coprime ai, bi ∈A. As J (f1, . . . , fm)
has codimension  2 in An, the function ai must be constant. Thus, Ti = piT where pi is a
nonzero homogeneous element of the graded algebra A.
(c) Since d2 = 0, we have dpi ∧ T = d(piT ) = dTi = 0. Our remarks in part (a) now show
that all pi are algebraic over R. Let
F = Sk(X1, . . . ,Xs)Y k + Sk−1(X1, . . . ,Xs)Y k−1 + · · · + S0(X1, . . . ,Xs)
be a nonzero polynomial in K[X1, . . . ,Xs,Y ] of minimal possible degree in Y such that
F(f1, . . . , fs, f˜ ) = 0. Assume further that Sk has minimal possible total degree in K[X1, . . . ,Xs]
and that all Si(f1, . . . , fs) are homogeneous in the graded algebra A. Applying the exterior dif-
ferential we get 0 = dF(f1, . . . , fs, f˜ ) = ψ˜ df˜ +∑ψi dfi where
ψ˜ = kf˜ k−1Sk(f1, . . . , fs)+ · · · + S1(f1, . . . , fs),
ψi = f˜ k ∂Sk
∂Xi
(f1, . . . , fs)+ f˜ k−1 ∂Sk−1
∂Xi
(f1, . . . , fs)+ · · · + ∂S0
∂Xi
(f1, . . . , fs) (1 i m).
As ψ˜ = 0 by our choice of F , we have df˜ = −∑(ψi/ψ˜) dfi . This forces Ti = −(ψi/ψ˜)T for
all i. Then ψi = −piψ˜ by our concluding remark in part (b).
(d) Part (b) also shows that each pi is homogeneous with degpi = deg f˜ − degfi < deg f˜ .
Since all pi are algebraic over A by part (c), our inductive hypothesis implies that pi ∈ R for
all i. We now look again at the formulae displayed in part (c), this time keeping in mind that
ψi + piψ˜ = 0 and pi ∈ K[f1, . . . , fs].
If at least one of the partial derivatives ∂Sk/∂Xi was nonzero, we would have a nontrivial
polynomial relation for f˜ , f1, . . . , fs with a smaller total degree of Sk . Due to our choice of F
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ing that Sk = 1. Note that each equality ψi + piψ˜ = 0 now induces a polynomial relation for
f˜ , f1, . . . , fs of degree  k − 1 in Y . Since such a relation is trivial by our choice of F , the
coefficient (∂Sk−1/∂Xi)(f1, . . . , fs)+ kpi of f˜ k−1 in the relation has to be zero. In view of our
remarks in part (c) we thus obtain
dSk−1(f1, . . . , fs) = −
∑
kpi dfi = −k df˜ .
Then f˜ = −Sk−1/k + λ for some λ ∈ K, which shows that f˜ ∈ R. 
1.3. Now suppose thatA possesses a Poisson structure { , } :A×A→A and let π denote the
corresponding Poisson bivector, the element of HomA(Ω2,A) satisfying π(df ∧ dg) = {f,g}
for all f,g ∈A. In view of the duality described in 1.1 we may assume that π ∈∧2AW , that is
〈df ∧ dg,π〉 = {f,g} (∀f,g ∈A).
Let rkπ(ξ) denote the rank of the skew-symmetric matrix ({xi, xj })1i,jn at ξ ∈ An. The index
of the Poisson algebra A, denoted indA, is defined as
indA := n− max
ξ∈An
rkπ(ξ).
Let Z(A) denote the Poisson centre of A and put Singπ := {ξ ∈ An | rkπ(ξ) < n − indA}.
Clearly, Singπ is a proper Zariski closed subset of An. Note that 〈df ∧ dg,π〉 = 0 for all f ∈
Z(A) and all g ∈A. Hence the linear subspace {dξf | f ∈ Z(A)} lies in the kernel of π(ξ) and
we have
tr.degK Z(A) indA.
We say that a subset {Q1, . . . ,Ql} ⊂ Z(A) is admissible if l = indA and the locus
J (Q1, . . . ,Ql) has codimension  2 in An. It is clear from the definition that any admissible
subset of Z(A) is algebraically independent.
Definition 1.1. We call a Poisson algebra (A,π) quasi-regular if the Poisson centre ofA contains
an admissible subset and Singπ has codimension  2 in An.
Given k ∈ N we set
πk := π ∧ π ∧ . . .∧ π︸ ︷︷ ︸
k factors
,
an element of
∧2k
A W . The following is a slight modification of [16, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 1.2. Let A = K[x1, . . . , xn] be a quasi-regular Poisson algebra of index l and let
{Q1, . . . ,Ql} ⊂ Z(A) be an admissible set in Z(A). Then
π(n−l)/2 = λjdQ1∧...∧dQl (∂1 ∧ . . .∧ ∂n)
for some nonzero λ ∈ K.
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∧n−l
A W . Since j :Ω → End(
∧
AW)
is an exterior algebra homomorphism, it must be that
jdQi (w) = jdQi∧dQ1∧...∧dQl (∂1 ∧ . . .∧ ∂n) = 0 (1 i  l).
Since Qi ∈ Z(A), we also have〈
df, jdQi (π)
〉= 〈df ∧ dQi,π〉 = {f,Qi} = 0 (∀f ∈A).
Hence jdQi (π) = 0. Since jdQi is a graded derivation of
∧
AW , it follows that jdQi (πk) = 0 for
all k ∈ N. As a consequence, jdQi (π(n−l)/2) = jdQi (w) = 0 for all i  l. As l = indA, we have
π(n−l)/2 = 0.
Given ξ ∈ An put Vξ := ⋂li=1{v ∈ Tξ (An) | jdξQi (v) = 0}. Suppose ξ /∈ J (Q1, . . . ,Ql).
Then dξQ1 ∧ . . . ∧ dξQl = 0 and dimVξ = n − l. Since the exterior algebra ∧Tξ (An) is a
free module over its subalgebra
∧
Vξ , it is straightforward to see that
⋂l
i=1 Ker jdξQi =
∧
Vξ .
As dim
∧n−l
Vξ = 1, our earlier remarks now imply that π(n−l)/2 and w are linearly dependent
as elements of the vector space K(x1, . . . , xn)⊗A (
∧
AW).
Since dξQ1 ∧ . . . ∧ dξQl = 0, the above argument also shows that w = 0. It follows that
there exist nonzero coprime f1, f2 ∈ A such that f1π(n−l)/2 = f2w. As the set {Q1, . . . ,Ql}
is admissible, the function f1 must be constant. As Singπ has codimension  2 in An, the
function f2 must be constant as well. Therefore, π(n−l)/2 = λw for some nonzero λ ∈ K, as
stated. 
1.4. Next we are going to apply Theorem 1.1 to determine the Poisson centre of certain
quasi-regular polynomial Poisson algebras.
Corollary 1.3. LetA= K[x1, . . . , xn] be a quasi-regular Poisson algebra of index l and suppose
that A=⊕k0A(k) is graded in such a way that xi ∈A(ri) for some ri > 0, where 1 i  n.
Suppose further that Z(A) contains an admissible set {Q1, . . . ,Ql} consisting of homogeneous
elements of A. Then Z(A) = K[Q1, . . . ,Ql].
Proof. By our assumption, R := K[Q1, . . . ,Ql] is a graded subalgebra ofA contained in Z(A).
Let z be an arbitrary element of Z(A). We need to show that z ∈ R. Our discussion in 1.3 shows
that
l = tr.degK K(Q1, . . . ,Ql) tr.degK Z(A) indA= l,
implying that z is algebraic over R. Since J (Q1, . . . ,Ql) has codimension  2 in An, we can
apply Theorem 1.1 to complete the proof. 
1.5. Let A =⊕k0 Ak be a graded integral domain over a field F . Given a ∈ A we denote
by a˜ the initial (lowest) component of a. Given an F -subalgebra R of A we let R˜ denote the
F -span of all r˜ with r ∈ R. Clearly, R˜ is a graded F -subalgebra of A.
Proposition 1.4. Let A = ⊕k0 Ak be an affine graded integral domain over a field F and
suppose that A0 = F . Then for any F -subalgebra R of A we have tr.degF R˜ = tr.degF R.
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of A, both tr.degF R and tr.degF R˜ are finite. It follows from [30, Chapter II, Section 12, Corol-
lary 2] that the field of fractions of R˜ contains a transcendence basis consisting of homogeneous
elements of R˜. From this it is immediate that tr.degF R˜  tr.degF R.
Put m := tr.degF R˜ and assume for a contradiction that m < tr.degF R. As every alge-
braically independent subset of R is contained in a transcendence basis of R, our earlier re-
marks then show that there exist algebraically independent elements a1, . . . , am+1 ∈ R such that
tr.degF F (a˜1, . . . , a˜m+1) = m. Let J ⊂ F [X1, . . . ,Xm+1] be the ideal of all polynomial rela-
tions between a˜1, . . . , a˜m+1. Since F [a˜1, . . . , a˜m+1] ⊂ A is a domain of Krull dimension m,
one observes easily that J is a prime ideal of codimension 1 in the polynomial algebra
F [X1, . . . ,Xm+1]. As a consequence, J is generated by one polynomial of positive degree,
say H .
Let R˜0 ⊆ R˜ denote the subalgebra of initial components of R0 := F [a1, . . . , am+1]. We claim
that R˜0 is generated by the a˜i ’s and the initial component h˜ of H(a1, . . . , am+1). To prove the
claim we let f (a1, . . . , am+1) be an arbitrary element of R0. If f˜ := f (a˜1, . . . , a˜m+1) is not
zero, then f˜ is the initial component of f (a1, . . . , am+1). If f˜ = 0, then f ∈ I implying that
f = f0H for some polynomial f0 of smaller degree. Since A is a domain, the initial component
of f (a1, . . . , am+1) is nothing but f˜0h˜, where f˜0 is the initial component of f0(a1, . . . , am+1).
Since degf0 < degf , our claim follows by induction on the degree of f ∈ F [X1, . . . ,Xm+1].
As a result, the algebra R˜0 is finitely generated over F .
Next we note that the grading of A induces a descending filtration F = (Ik)k0 of R0, where
Ik = R0 ∩⊕ik Ai for all k. Furthermore, R˜0 ∼= grF R0, the corresponding graded algebra. Con-
sequently, the algebra grF R0 is Noetherian. Since A0 = F , we now apply [4, Theorem 4.4.6(b)]
to deduce that R0 ∼= F [X1, . . . ,Xm+1] and grF R0 ∼= R˜0 have the same Krull dimension. How-
ever, dimR0 = m+ 1 whilst dim R˜0 = tr.degF R˜0 = m. By contradiction, the result follows. 
2. Slodowy slices and symmetric invariants of centralisers
2.1. Let χ = (e, ·) and r = dimge. The action of adh gives g a graded Lie algebra structure,
g = ⊕i∈Z g(i), where g(i) = {x ∈ g | [h,x] = ix}. It is well known that ge is a graded Lie
subalgebra of the parabolic subalgebra p := ⊕i0 g(i) of g, that is ge = ⊕i0 ge(i) where
ge(i) = ge ∩ g(i). Choose a K-basis x1, . . . , xm of p with xi ∈ g(ni) for some ni ∈ Z+, such
that x1, . . . , xr is a basis of ge and xi ∈ [f,g] for all i  r + 1. Such a basis exists because
g = ge ⊕ [g, f ] and p contains ge.
Define a skew-symmetric bilinear form 〈·,·〉 on the subspace g(−1) by setting 〈x, y〉 =
(e, [x, y]) for all x, y ∈ g(−1). As ge ⊂ p, this form is nondegenerate. Choose a basis
z1, . . . , zs, zs+1, . . . , z2s of g(−1) such that
〈zi+s , zj 〉 = δij , 〈zi, zj 〉 = 〈zi+s , zj+s〉 = 0 (1 i, j  r)
and denote by g(−1)0 the linear span of zs+1, . . . , z2s . Let m = g(−1)0 ⊕∑i−2 g(i), a nilpotent
Lie subalgebra of dimension (dimG · e)/2 in g.
Given a Lie algebra s over K denote by U(s) the universal enveloping algebra of s. As χ
vanishes on the derived subalgebra of m, the ideal Nχ of U(m) generated by all x − χ(x) with
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denote by 1χ the image of 1 in Kχ . Set
Qχ = U(g)⊗U(m) Kχ and Hχ = Endg(Qχ)op.
According to [20] and [12] the associative algebra Hχ is a noncommutative filtered deformation
of the coordinate algebra K[Se] endowed with its Slodowy grading [25, 7.4].
2.2. Given (a,b) ∈ Zm+ × Zs+ we set xazb = xa11 · · ·xamm zb11 · · · zmss , an element of U(g). By
the PBW theorem, the monomials xazb ⊗ 1χ , where (a,b) ∈ Zm+ × Zs+, form a K-basis of the
induced U(g)-module Qχ . For k ∈ Z+ we denote by Qkχ the K-span of all xazb ⊗ 1χ with
∣∣(a,b)∣∣
e
:=
m∑
i=1
ai(ni + 2)+
s∑
i=1
bi  k.
Any element h ∈ Hχ is uniquely determined by its effect on the canonical generator 1χ . We let
Hkχ denote the subspace of Hχ spanned by all h ∈ Hχ with h(1χ ) ∈ Qkχ . Then Hχ =
⋃
k0 H
k
χ
and Hiχ ·Hjχ ⊆ Hi+jχ for all i, j ∈ Z+; see [20] or [12]. The increasing filtration {Hiχ | i ∈ Z+} of
the associative algebra Hχ is often referred to as the Kazhdan filtration of Hχ . The corresponding
graded algebra grHχ is commutative. The elements x from Qkχ \Qk−1χ and Hkχ \Hk−1χ are said
to have Kazhdan degree k, written dege(x) = k.
According to [20, Theorem 4.6] the algebra Hχ has a distinguished generating set Θ1, . . . ,Θr
such that
Θk(1χ ) =
(
xk +
∑
1|(i,j)|enk+2
λki,jx
izj
)
⊗ 1χ , 1 k  r,
where λki,j ∈ K and λki,j = 0 if either |(i, j)|e = nk + 2 and |i| + |j| = 1 or j = 0 and it = 0 for
t  r + 1. The monomials Θk11 · · ·Θkrr and (grΘ1)k1 · · · (grΘr)kr with (k1, . . . , kr ) ∈ Zr+ form
K-bases of Hχ and grHχ , respectively. Furthermore, [Θi,Θj ] = Θj ◦Θi −Θi ◦Θj ∈ Hni+nj+2χ
for all 1 i, j  r (recall that the product in Hχ is opposite to the composition product).
As explained in [21, Section 2], there exists a linear map Θ :ge → Hχ, x 
→ Θx such that
Θxi = Θi for all i and
[Θxi ,Θxj ] ≡ Θ[xi ,xj ] + qij (Θ1, . . . ,Θr)
(
mod Hni+njχ
)
(1 i, j  r), (2)
where qij is a polynomial in r variables such that dege(qij (Θ1, . . . ,Θr)) = ni + nj + 2 and
deg in(qij ) 2 whenever qij = 0. Moreover, the map Θ has the property that Θ[x,y] = [Θx,Θy]
for all x ∈ ge(0) and y ∈ ge. In particular, Θ(ge(0)) is a Lie subalgebra of Hχ with respect to the
commutator product.
2.3. Let m1, . . . ,ml be the exponents of the Weyl group of g. By the Chevalley Restric-
tion Theorem, there exist algebraically independent elements F1, . . . ,Fl ∈ S(g)G such that
Fi ∈ Smi+1(g) for all i and S(g)G = K[F1, . . . ,Fl]. Let
ϕ :g → Al , x 
→ (κ(F1)(x), . . . , κ(Fl)(x)),
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Composing ϕe with the translation τ :gf ∼−→ Se, x 
→ e + x, one obtains a morphism
ψ := ϕe ◦ τ :gf → Al , x 
→
(
ψ1(x), . . . ,ψl(x)
)
.
According to [25, 5.2 and 7.4], the morphism ψ is faithfully flat with normal fibres, while in
[20, Section 5] it is proved that all fibres of ψ are irreducible complete intersections of dimen-
sion r − l. It should be mentioned here that each ψi is homogeneous of degree 2mi + 2 with
respect to the Slodowy grading of K[gf ] ∼= K[Se].
Let Uk be the kth component of the standard filtration of U(g). In view of the PBW theorem,
the corresponding graded algebra grU(g) identifies with the symmetric algebra S(g). We let
Z(g) denote the centre of U(g). It is well known that there exist algebraically independent ele-
ments F˜1, . . . , F˜l in Z(g) such that F˜i ∈ Umi+1 and gr F˜i = Fi for all i; see [9, 7.4] for example.
Moreover, the map taking each Fi to F˜i extends uniquely to an algebra isomorphism between
S(g)G and Z(g). Given F ∈ S(g)G we shall denote by F˜ the image of F under this isomorphism.
Note that when F ∈ Sk(g)G \ {0}, we have F˜ ∈ Uk \Uk−1.
Each F˜ ∈ Z(g) maps into the centre of Hχ via F˜ 
→ F˜ (1χ ). By [20, 6.2], this map is injective.
To keep the notation simple we shall identify the elements of Z(g) with their images in Z(Hχ).
Note that F˜i ∈ H 2mi+2χ \H 2mi+1χ ; see [20, 6.2]. For 1 i  r , we denote by ξi the restriction of
κ(xi) to gf , which we regard as a homogeneous polynomial function of degree ni + 2 on gf . We
denote by ψ˜i the image of F˜i in the Poisson algebra grHχ . Clearly, each ψ˜i lies in the Poisson
centre of grHχ .
2.4. Let M denote the subspace of g spanned by z1, . . . , zs and x1, . . . , xm. We say that the
monomial xazb ∈ S(M) has Kazhdan degree ∑mi=1 ai(ni + 2)+∑si=1 bi . By [20, 6.3], the map
δ′ which takes grΘk to xk +∑|(i,j)|e=nk+2 λki,jxizj for all 1 k  r extends to a graded algebra
embedding grHχ ↪→ S(M). Let ν :S(M) S(ge) be the graded algebra epimorphism with the
property that zi, xj ∈ Kerν for 1  i  s, r + 1  j  m and ν(xk) = xk for 1  k  r . As in
[20, 6.3] we denote by δ′′ the restriction of ν ◦ δ′ to grHχ , and set δ := κ ◦ δ′′.
By [20, Proposition 6.3], the map δ : grHχ → K[gf ] is a graded algebra isomorphism satisfy-
ing δ(grΘk) = ξk for all k  r and δ(ψ˜i) = ψi for all i  l. This implies that δ′′ : grHχ ∼−→ S(ge)
is a graded algebra isomorphism with the following properties:
δ′′(ψ˜i) = κ−1e (ψi) (1 i  l); δ′′(grΘi) = κ−1e (ξi) = xi (1 i  r). (3)
We use δ′′ to transport the Poisson algebra structure of grHχ to the symmetric algebra S(ge).
Combining (2) and (3) we observe that the new Poisson bracket of S(ge) satisfies the following
condition:
{xi, xj } = [xi, xj ] + qij (x1, . . . , xr ) (1 i, j  r). (4)
Furthermore, each κ−1e (ψi) is in the Poisson centre of S(ge).
2.5. With these preliminaries at hand we are in a position to prove Proposition 0.1.
Proof of Proposition 0.1. Let F = g(F1, . . . ,Fl) be a homogeneous element of S(g)G and let
F˜ = g(F˜1, . . . , F˜l) be the corresponding element of Z(g) ↪→Hχ ; see our discussion in 2.3. Since
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δ′′(gr F˜ ) = δ′′(g(ψ˜1, . . . , ψ˜l))= g(κ−1e (ψ1), . . . , κ−1e (ψl))= κ−1e (g(ψ1, . . . ,ψl)),
see [20, 6.2] for more detail. Note that δ′′(gr F˜ ) = κ−1e (g(ψ1, . . . ,ψl)) belongs to the Poisson
centre of S(ge), that is {x, δ′′(gr F˜ )} = 0 for all x ∈ ge. Abusing notation we denote by adx the
derivation of the algebra S(ge) induced by the inner derivation of x ∈ ge. Then
0 = {x, δ′′(gr F˜ )}= (adx)(in(δ′′(gr F˜ )))+ terms of higher standard degree,
in view of (4). (One should also keep in mind that qij = 0 implies deg in(qij )  2.) Since this
holds for all x ∈ ge , we deduce that in(δ′′(gr F˜ )) ∈ S(ge)ge . But then
eF := κ−1e
(
in
(
τ ∗
(
κ(F )|Se
)))= κ−1e (in(g(ψ1, . . . ,ψl)))= in(δ′′(gr F˜ )) ∈ S(ge)ge .
We thus obtain eF ∈ S(ge)ge = S(ge)G◦e .
Now let Ce = Ge ∩ Gf . It is well known that Ce is a reductive subgroup of Ge, and Ge is
generated by Ce and the unipotent radical RuGe; see [7, 3.7] for example. Clearly, both gf and
Se = e+ gf are Ce-stable, and the mappings κ and κe are Ce-equivariant. Since F ∈ S(g)G, this
entails eF ∈ S(ge)Ce . But then eF ∈ S(ge)Ce ·G◦e = S(ge)Ge , completing the proof. 
2.6. Theorem 1.2 will enable us to obtain a differential criterion for regularity of linear func-
tions applicable to a large class of centralisers in g. Recall that a linear function γ ∈ g∗e is called
regular if dimgγe = indge , where gγe = {x ∈ ge | γ ([x,ge]) = 0} is the stabiliser of γ in ge.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose indge = l. Then the following are true for any homogeneous generating
system F1, . . . ,Fl of the invariant algebra S(g)G:
(i) ∑li=1 deg eF i  (r + l)/2 where r = dimge.
(ii) The elements eF 1, . . . , eF l are algebraically independent if and only if
∑l
i=1 deg eF i =
(r + l)/2.
(iii) Suppose∑li=1 deg eF i = (r + l)/2. Then the differentials dγ (eF 1), . . . , dγ (eF l) are linearly
independent at γ ∈ g∗e if and only if γ is regular in g∗e .
Proof. We are going to apply Theorem1.2 to the Poisson algebra grHχ . Let πe denote the Pois-
son bivector of grHχ and let πPLe be the Poisson bivector of the polynomial algebra A := S(ge)
regarded with its standard Poisson structure. We identify grHχ with A by using the recipe de-
scribed in 2.4 and set fi := κ−1e (τ ∗(κ(Fi)|Se )), 1  i  l. It follows from [20, Theorem 5.4]
that the ideal (f1, . . . , fl) ⊂ A is radical and its zero locus in g∗e is normal. This implies that
J (f1, . . . , fl) has codimension  2 in g∗e .
From the alternative description of the Poisson structure on grHχ given in [12, Section 3] it
follows that
rkπe(γ ) = dim(AdG)
(
e + (κ∗e )−1(γ ))− dim(AdG)e (∀γ ∈ g∗e).
Consequently, γ ∈ Singπe if and only if the adjoint orbit (AdG)(e+ (κ∗e )−1(γ )) is not of maxi-
mal dimension. By Kostant’s criterion for regularity, this happens if and only if e+ (κ∗e )−1(γ ) ∈
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and only of γ ∈ J (f1, . . . , fl). Thus, Singπe = J (f1, . . . , fl). Our earlier remarks now show
that Singπe has codimension  2 in g∗e . As ind(grHχ) = indg, we conclude that the subset
{f1, . . . , fl} is admissible and the Poisson algebra (grHχ,πe) is quasi-regular.
The standard grading ofA (by total degree) induces gradings of the K-algebras Ω and∧AW
where we impose that degdxi = 0 and deg ∂i = 0 for all i. Our assumption that indge = l yields
(πPLe )
(r−l)/2 = 0 whereas (4) entails that in(πe) = πPLe . Consequently,
in
(
π
(r−l)/2
e
)= (πPLe )(r−l)/2 = 0. (5)
As in(fi) = eF i for all i, we also have that
deg
(
in(df1 ∧ . . .∧ dfr)
)
 degd
(
eF 1
)∧ . . .∧ d(eF l). (6)
Combining (5) and (6) with Theorem 1.2 we now conclude that
r − l
2
= deg((πPLe )(r−l)/2)= deg(in(jdf1∧...∧dfl (∂1 ∧ . . .∧ ∂r)))−l + l∑
i=1
deg eF i .
Statement (i) follows. Now eF 1, . . . , eF l are algebraically independent in S(ge) if and only if
d(eF 1) ∧ . . . ∧ d(eF l) = 0. Since the latter happens if and only if deg(in(df1 ∧ . . . ∧ dfr)) =
−l +∑li=1 deg eF i , the above argument also yields (ii).
Finally, suppose
∑l
i=1 deg eF i = (r + l)/2. Then in(df1 ∧ . . .∧ dfr) = d(eF 1)∧ . . .∧ d(eF l),
and Theorem 1.2 forces(
πPLe
)(r−l)/2 = λjd(eF 1)∧...∧d(eF l)(∂1 ∧ . . .∧ ∂r ), λ ∈ K×. (7)
Since indge = l, the specialisation of (πPLe )(r−l)/2 at γ is nonzero if and only if γ a regular linear
function of ge. On the other hand, the right-hand side of (7) is nonzero at γ if and only if the
differentials dγ (eF 1), . . . , dγ (eF l) are linearly independent. This completes the proof. 
2.7. Suppose Elashvili’s conjecture holds for ge. Simple examples show that the sum of the
degrees of eF 1, . . . , eF l depends on the choice of homogeneous generators F1, . . . ,Fl of S(g)G.
We say that a homogeneous generating system {F1, . . . ,Fl} ⊂ S(g)G is good for e if
l∑
i=1
deg eF i = (dimge + rkg)/2.
For any generating system {F1, . . . ,Fl} ⊂ S(g)G which is good for e the Jacobian locus
J (eF 1, . . . , eF l) is a proper Zariski closed subset of g∗e ; see Theorem 2.1. We say that a
homogeneous generating system {F1, . . . ,Fl} ⊂ S(g)G is very good for e if the Jacobian lo-
cus J (eF 1, . . . , eF l) has codimension  2 in g∗e . It follows from Theorem 2.1(ii) that for
any very good generating system {F1, . . . ,Fl} ⊂ S(g)G we have the equality ∑li=1 deg eF i =
(dimge + rkg)/2. This shows that very good systems are good.
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.
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sume further that Elashvili’s conjecture holds for ge, that is indge = l. Then
S(ge)ge = S(ge)Ge = K
[
eF 1, . . . ,
eF l
]
.
In particular, S(ge)ge is a graded polynomial algebra in l = rkg variables.
Proof. By Theorem 0.1, the elements eF 1, . . . , eF l are in S(ge)Ge . Since indge = l and
J (eF 1, . . . , eF l) has codimension  2 in g∗e by our assumption, the set {eF 1, . . . , eF l} is an
admissible for the Poisson algebra S(ge). Moreover, Theorem 2.1(iii) shows that the Poisson
algebra S(ge) is quasi-regular. Applying Corollary 1.3 to the Poisson algebra S(ge) regarded
with its standard grading we now obtain that S(ge)ge coincides with K[eF 1, . . . , eF l]. Since
K[eF 1, . . . , eF l] ⊆ S(ge)Ge ⊆ S(ge)ge , the result follows. 
Remark 2.1. As explained in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the Poisson algebra (grHχ,πe) is quasi-
regular and {f1, . . . , fl} is an admissible set for grHχ . Applying Corollary 1.3 to the Poisson
algebra grHχ (regarded with its Slodowy grading) we are able to deduce that the Poisson centre
Z(grHχ) of grHχ is generated by f1, . . . , fl . In particular, Z(grHχ) is a polynomial algebra in l
variables. This, in turn, implies that Z(Hχ) = Z(g). We thus recover a result of Victor Ginzburg;
see the footnote in [21].
2.8. Let eZ denote the K-span of all eF with F ∈ S(g)G, a subalgebra of S(ge)Ge . For later
applications we put on record the following consequence of Proposition 1.4.
Corollary 2.3. For any nilpotent element e ∈ g we have the equality tr.degK( eZ) = rkg.
Proof. Recall that eZ coincides with the algebra of initial components of the subalgebra
κ−1e (τ ∗(κ(S(g)G)|Se )) of S(ge), where the latter is regarded with its standard grading. Since
S(g)G is spanned by homogeneous elements, Proposition 1.4 implies that
tr.degK
(
eZ
)= tr.degK(κ(S(g)G)|Se)= tr.degK S(g)G = rkg,
as stated (one should also keep in mind that Se is a slice to the adjoint orbit of e). 
Question 2.1. Is it true that eZ is always finitely generated over K?
3. Regular linear functions on centralisers
3.1. Given a finite-dimensional Lie algebra q and a linear function γ on q we let qγ denote
the stabiliser of γ in q. Recall that indq = minγ∈q∗ dimqγ . We set
q∗sing :=
{
γ ∈ q∗ ∣∣ dimqγ > indq}.
The set q∗reg := q∗ \q∗sing consists of all regular linear functions of q. The main goal of this section
is to prove that (g∗e )sing has codimension  2 in g∗e for any nilpotent element e in g = gln and
g = sp2n, where n 2. When dealing with g = gln we do not impose any restrictions on the
characteristic of K, whilst for g = sp2n we require that charK = 2.
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g = gl(V). Let k be the number of Jordan blocks of e and W ⊆ V a (k-dimensional) complement
of Im e in V. Let di + 1 denote the size of the ith Jordan block of e. We always assume that the
Jordan blocks are ordered such that d1  d2  · · ·  dk . Choose a basis w1,w2, . . . ,wk in W
such that the vectors ej · wi with 1  i  k, 0  j  di form a basis for V, and put V[i] :=
span{ej ·wi | j  0}. Note that edi+1 ·wi = 0 for all i  k. When k = 1, the element e is regular
in g, so that ge is abelian of dimension n and (g∗e )sing = ∅. So we assume from now on that k  2.
If ξ ∈ ge, then ξ(ej ·wi) = ej · ξ(wi), hence ξ is completely determined by its values on W .
Each vector ξ(wi) can be written as
ξ(wi) =
∑
j,s
c
j,s
i e
s ·wj , cj,si ∈ K. (8)
Thus, ξ is completely determined by the coefficients cj,si = cj,si (ξ). This shows that ge has a
basis {ξj,si } such that{
ξ
j,s
i (wi) = es ·wj ,
ξ
j,s
i (wt ) = 0 for t = i,
1 i, j  k, and max{dj − di,0} s  dj .
Note that ξ ∈ ge preserves each V[i] if and only if cj,si (ξ) = 0 for i = j .
3.3. Given a collection a1, . . . , ak of scalars in K we consider the linear function α on ge
defined by the formula
α(ξ) =
k∑
i=1
aic
i,di
i (∀ξ ∈ ge), (9)
where cj,si are the coefficients of ξ ∈ ge. Let gαe denote the stabiliser of α in ge . By aesthetic
reasons we prefer it to (ge)α .
Proposition 3.1. (See [29].) If the scalars a1, . . . , ak are nonzero and pairwise distinct, then the
stabiliser of α = α(a1, . . . , ak) in ge consists of all elements in ge preserving the subspaces V[i],
where 1 i  k. In other words, gαe is the linear span of the basis elements ξ i,si , and dimgαe = n.
In particular, α ∈ (g∗e )reg.
A direct computation shows that the following commutator relation holds in ge:[
ξ
j,s
i , ξ
]=∑
t,
c
i,
t (ξ)ξ
j,+s
t −
∑
t,
c
t,
j (ξ)ξ
t,+s
i (∀ξ ∈ ge); (10)
see [29] for more detail. To show that (g∗e )sing has codimension 2 in g∗e , for g = gl(V), we have
to produce more regular elements in g∗e .
Proposition 3.2. Define β ∈ g∗e by setting β(ξ) =
∑k−1
i=1 c
i,di
i+1(ξ) for all ξ ∈ ge. Then dimgβe = n,
so that β ∈ (g∗e )reg.
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i,dj−s
j+1 (ξ)−ci−1,di−1−sj (ξ)
for all ξ ∈ ge. Suppose (ad∗ ξ)β = 0. Then β([ξ,ge]) = 0 forcing ci,dj−sj+1 (ξ) = ci−1,di−1−sj (ξ) for
all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and all s such that max(0, dj − di) s  dj .
We claim that ci,sj (ξ) = 0 for i < j . Suppose for a contradiction that this is not the case
and take the maximal j for which there are i < j and di − dj  t  di such that ci,tj (ξ) = 0.
Recall that, according to our convention, di  dj . Moreover, di+1  dj , because i + 1 j . Set
s := di − t . Then 0 s  dj and ci+1,dj−sj+1 (ξ) = ci,di−sj (ξ). As j + 1 > j and i + 1 < j + 1, the
coefficients ci+1,dj−sj+1 (ξ) and c
i,t
j (ξ) are both zero, hence the claim.
Now take ξ i,si+1 ∈ ge with di − di+1  s  di . Since β([ξ, ξ i,si+1]) = 0, we have ci+1,di−si+1 (ξ) =
c
i,di−s
i (ξ). Therefore, c
i+1,t
i (ξ) = ci,ti (ξ) = c1,t1 (ξ) for 0  t  di+1. In the same way one can
show that ci+,ti (ξ) = ci+−1,ti−1 (ξ) = c1+,t1 (ξ) for 0  t  di+. It follows that ξ is completely
determined by its effect on w1. So dimgβe  n simply because ξ(w1) ∈ V. On the other hand,
dimgβe  indge  indg = n by Vinberg’s inequality. The result follows. 
3.4. Let a :K× → GL(V)e be the cocharacter such that a(t)wi = t iwi for all i  k and
t ∈ K×, and define a rational linear action ρ :K× → GL(g∗e ) by the formula
ρ(t)γ = t(Ad∗ a(t))−1γ (∀γ ∈ g∗e , ∀t ∈ K×). (11)
Proposition 3.3. (Kα ⊕ Kβ)∩ (g∗e )sing = 0.
Proof. Since (Ada(t))(ξ j,si ) = tj−iξ j,si , we have (Ad∗ a(t))(α) = α and (Ad∗ a(t))(β) = tβ .
Hence ρ(t)α = tα and ρ(t)β = β . So Kα⊕Kβ is ρ(K×)-stable and the induced action of ρ(K×)
on this plane is a contraction to Kβ . Since dim(ge)ρ(t)γ = dimgγe and β ∈ (g∗e )reg, all linear
functions xα + yβ with y = 0 are regular. The linear functions xα with x = 0 are regular by
Proposition 3.1. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose dimV 2 and g = gl(V). Then for any nilpotent element e ∈ g the locus
(g∗e )sing has codimension  2 in ge.
Proof. Since (g∗e )sing is conical and Zariski closed, the assertion follows immediately from
Proposition 3.3. 
3.5. Using similar ideas we prove below a symplectic analogue of Theorem 3.4. Our ar-
gument in the symplectic case is more involved. We also provide an example showing that
Theorem 3.4 does not extend to all nilpotent elements in orthogonal Lie algebras. We begin
with some useful facts on Z2-graded Lie algebras.
Let q = q0 ⊕ q1 be a symmetric decomposition (i.e., a Z2-grading) of a Lie algebra q. Then
q∗ = q∗0 ⊕ q∗1. If α ∈ q∗, then α˜ denotes its restriction to q0.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose α ∈ q∗ and α(q1) = 0. Then (q0)α˜ = qα ∩ q0.
Proof. Take ξ ∈ q0. Since [ξ,q1] ⊂ q1, we have that α˜([ξ,q0]) = 0 if and only if α([ξ,q]) = 0.
Hence (q0)α˜ = (q0)α , where (q0)α is the stabiliser of α in q0. Clearly (q0)α = qα ∩ q0. 
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all x, y ∈ q1. The following assertion is taken from [29].
Proposition 3.6. In the above notation we have indq indq0 + minγ∈q∗0 dim(Ker γˆ ).
Proof. Take any γ ∈ q∗0 and extend it to a linear function on q by setting γ (q1) = 0. Then
qγ = (q0)γ ⊕ (qγ ∩ q1) = (q0)γ ⊕ Ker γˆ . There exists a nonempty Zariski open subset U1 ⊂ q∗0
such that dim(q0)γ = indq0 for all γ ∈ U1 ⊂ q∗0. The linear functions γ on q0 for which Ker γˆ
has the minimal possible dimension form another nonempty Zariski open subset in q∗0, call it U2.
For each γ ∈ U1 ∩U2 = ∅, the dimension of qγ equals the required sum, hence the result. 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose α ∈ q∗ is such that α(q1) = 0 and dimqα = indq. Then dim(q0)α˜ = indq0.
Proof. By Proposition 3.6 we have:
indq0  indq − min
γ∈q∗0
dim(Ker γˆ ) dimqα − dim(Ker αˆ) = dim(qα ∩ q0).
Applying Proposition 3.5 yields the assertion. 
3.6. Let ( , ) be a nondegenerate symmetric or skew-symmetric form on V and let J be the
matrix of ( , ) with respect to a basis B of V. Let X denote the matrix of x ∈ gl(V) relative to B .
The linear mapping x 
→ σ(x) sending each x ∈ gl(V) to the linear transformation σ(x) whose
matrix relative to B equals −JXtJ−1 is an involutory automorphism of gl(V) independent of
the choice of B . The elements of gl(V) preserving ( , ) are exactly the fixed points of σ . We now
set g˜ := gl(V) and let g˜ = g˜0 ⊕ g˜1 be the symmetric decomposition of g˜ with respect to σ . The
elements x ∈ g˜1 have the property that (x · v,w) = (v, x ·w) for all v,w ∈ V.
Set g := g˜0 and let e be a nilpotent element of g. Since σ(e) = e, the centraliser g˜e of e
in g˜ is σ -stable and (g˜e)0 = g˜σe = ge. This yields the ge-invariant symmetric decomposition
g˜e = (g˜e)0 ⊕ (g˜e)1.
Suppose that dimV = 2n 4 and our form is skew-symmetric. Then g˜0 ∼= sp2n. Since e is a
nilpotent transformation of V, we recycle the notation introduced in 3.2. Note that in the present
case if di is even, that is if the dimension of V[i] = span{ej ·wi | j  0} is odd, then the restriction
of ( , ) to V[i] is identically zero. By the same reason as in 3.2 it can be assumed that k  2.
Lemma 3.8. (See [14, Section 1].) The vectors {wi}ki=1 can be chosen such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i) if di is odd, then the restriction of ( , ) to V[i] is nondegenerate and (V[i],V[j ]) = 0 for any
j = i;
(ii) if di is even, then there is a unique i′ = i such that (V[i′],V[i]) = 0.
We thus obtain a decomposition of the set of Jordan blocks of odd size (i.e., those with di even)
into pairs {i, i′}. Note that di′ = di necessarily holds and the restriction of ( , ) to V[i] ⊕ V[i′] is
nondegenerate. For i  k such that di is odd we put i′ = i.
Choose vectors {wi}ki=1 according to Lemma 3.8. Since the form ( , ) is g-invariant,
(edi · wi, v) = (−1)di (wi, edi · v) and edi · wi is orthogonal to all es · wj with either j = i′
or s > 0. Since ( , ) is nondegenerate, we also have that (edi ·wi,wi′) = 0 for all i.
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pairwise distinct. Assume further that ai′ = −ai whenever i = i′. Then α vanishes on (g˜e)1;
see [29, Lemma 2]. By Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 3.1, α˜ ∈ (g∗e )reg. Unfortunately, the linear
function β defined in Proposition 3.2 does not always vanish on (g˜e)1. For this reason, we need
a more sophisticated construction.
Renumbering the V[i]’s if necessary we may assume without loss of generality that i′ = i ± 1
for each pair {i, i′}. As di = di′ , our assumption that d1  d2  · · ·  dk will not be violated.
Note that if i′ = i + 1, then i′  i and (i + 1)′  i + 1.
For each i  k − 1 with i′ = i + 1 we now define a linear function γi on g˜e by setting
γi(ξ) := − (wi+1, e
di+1 ·w(i+1)′)
(edi ·wi,wi′) c
(i+1)′,di+1
i′ (ξ) (∀ξ ∈ g˜e),
and put β ′ :=∑ik−1,i′ =i+1 γi . Recall from 3.4 that the map ρ gives us a rational action of K×
on g˜∗e . From Lemma 3.8 and the definition of β it is immediate that β + β ′ = 0.
Lemma 3.9. For all i  k − 1 with i′ = i + 1 we have ρ(t)γi = t si γi where si  2. Moreover,
β + β ′ vanishes on (g˜e)1.
Proof. Recall that (wi, edi ·wi′) = 0 for all i. Take any ξ ∈ (g˜e)1. Then
c
i,di
i+1(ξ)
(
edi ·wi,wi′
)= (ξ(wi+1),wi′)= (wi+1, ξ(wi′))= c(i+1)′,di+1i′ (ξ)(wi+1, edi+1 ·w(i+1)′).
For i′ = i + 1 this yields ci,dii+1(ξ) = −γi(ξ). Suppose i′ = i + 1. Then also (i + 1)′ = i and
di = di+1 is even, hence
c
i,di
i+1(ξ)
(
edi ·wi,wi+1
)= ci,dii+1(ξ)(wi+1, edi ·wi)= −ci,dii+1(ξ)(edi ·wi,wi+1).
So ci,dii+1(ξ) = 0 (recall that charK = 2). But then
(β + β ′)(ξ) =
∑
ik−1, i′ =i+1
(
c
i,di
i+1(ξ)+ γi(ξ)
)= 0.
It follows from (11) that ρ(t)γi = t si γi , where si = (i + 1)′ − i′ + 1. Since i′ = i + 1, we have
i′  i and (i + 1)′  i + 1. Then si  i + 1 − i + 1 = 2. 
Combining Lemma 3.9 with [29, Lemma 2], we observe that any γ ∈ Kα ⊕ K(β + β ′) van-
ishes on (g˜e)1. Let E denote the K-span of α˜ and β˜ + β ′ in g∗e .
Proposition 3.10. Under the above assumptions, dimE = 2 and E ∩ (g∗e )sing = 0.
Proof. Let γ = xα + y(β + β ′) with x, y ∈ K. By Lemma 3.9, ρ(t)γi = t si γi , where si  2,
while in 3.4 it is shown that ρ(t)α = tα and ρ(t)β = β . Since α and β + β ′ are nonzero and
ρ(K×) is diagonalisable, it follows that α and β + β ′ are linearly independent. As both α and
β + β ′ vanish on (g˜e)1, this yields that dimE = 2.
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gives γ ∈ (g˜∗e )reg. By Proposition 3.1, α ∈ (g˜∗e )reg as well. Then dim(g˜e)γ = 2n = ind g˜e for
any nonzero γ ∈ Kα ⊕ K(β + β ′). As any such γ vanishes on (g˜e)1, applying Lemma 3.7 we
now conclude that E \ {0} ⊂ (g∗e )reg. Equivalently, E ∩ (g∗e )sing = 0. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.10.
Theorem 3.11. Let e be a nilpotent element of g = sp2n, n  2. Then (g∗e )sing has codimen-
sion  2 in g∗e .
Proof. Straightforward (see the proof of Proposition 3.4). 
3.8. We shall see in a moment that there are nilpotent elements e in the orthogonal Lie
algebra g = so(V) for which (g∗e )sing has codimension 1 in g∗e . But first we would like to give
two positive examples.
Suppose dimV is odd and let e be a nilpotent element in so(V) with 2m + 1 Jordan blocks
indexed by the integers ranging from −m to m, where m 1. Similar to the symplectic case we
may assume that there is an involution i → i′ on the set of indices such that i′ = i if and only
if di is even and (V[i],V[j ]) = 0 whenever j = i′. Recall that di′ = di necessarily holds.
Suppose that i′ = −i and di  dj for i > j  0. Then d0 is even and the other di are odd.
Choose K[e]-generators wi ∈ V[i] such that (wi, ediw−i ) = 1 for i  0, and let α˜ denote the
restriction to ge of the linear function α on gl(V )e given by
α(ξ) =
m∑
i=−m+1
c
i,di
i−1(ξ)
(∀ξ ∈ gl(V )e).
By [29, Section 4], this linear function is regular. Let g ∈ GL(V) be such that
g(wi) = w−i for i  0, g(wi) = −w−i for i < 0,
g
(
es ·wi
)= (−1)ses ·wi for s  1.
Then g ∈ O(V) and (Adg)e = −e, i.e., g normalises Ke. Hence Adg acts on ge as a Lie algebra
automorphism. Set β˜ := (Ad∗ g)α˜. In coordinates,
β˜(ξ) =
m−1∑
i=−m
c
i,di
i+1(ξ)− 2c0,d01 (ξ) (∀ξ ∈ ge).
Set E′ := Kα˜ + Kβ˜ , a subspace of g∗e .
Lemma 3.12. The subspace E′ is 2-dimensional and E′ ∩ (g∗e )sing = 0. The singular locus
(g∗e )sing has codimension  2 in g∗e .
Proof. By [29, Section 4], the function α˜ is regular in g∗e . Hence so is β˜ = (Ad∗ g)α˜. In
particular, both α˜ and β˜ are nonzero. There exists a cocharacter a :K× → SO(V)e such that
a(t)wi = t iwi for all i. It has the property that (Ad∗ a(t))α˜ = t−1α˜ and (Ad∗ a(t))β˜ = t β˜ . This
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stable and both α˜ and β˜ are regular, it also follows that E′ ∩ (g∗e )sing = 0. 
Suppose now that V˜ = V ⊕ Kv is an even-dimensional vector space such that (V, v) = 0 and
(v, v) = 1. Let e ∈ so(V) be the same nilpotent element as above (one with 2m+1 Jordan blocks
and with i′ = −i for all i). We regard e as a nilpotent element of so(V˜) by setting e(v) = 0. Then
e ∈ so(V˜) has 2m + 2 Jordan blocks. Assume that the new Jordan block of size 1 is indexed by
M with M >m and that v is its generator.
Lemma 3.13. For e as above, the singular locus (g∗e )sing has codimension  2 in g∗e = so(V˜)∗e .
Proof. Note that so(V) is a symmetric subalgebra of g = so(V˜). Let so(V˜) = so(V) ⊕ p be the
corresponding symmetric decomposition. Then we can identify the dual space of the centraliser
so(V)e with the annihilator of pe := p ∩ ge in g∗e . Let α˜ and β˜ be the same linear functions as
in Lemma 3.12. We view them as linear functions of ge vanishing on pe. As O(V) ↪→ O(V˜) and
SO(V)e ↪→ Ge, we still have that β˜ = (Ad∗ g)α˜ and (Ad∗ a(t))α˜ = t−1α˜, (Ad∗ a(t))β˜ = t β˜ for
the same cocharacter a :K× → Ge as in Lemma 3.12. Therefore, in order to prove the statement
it suffices to show that α˜ ∈ (g∗e )reg. By construction,
dimgα˜e = (dim V˜)/2 − 1 + dim
{
ξ ∈ pe
∣∣ α˜([ξ,pe])= 0}.
The linear space pe has a basis {ξM,0i + (i)ξ−i,diM | −m i m} where (i) = −1 for i  0 and
(i) = 1 for i < 0. Using (10) we get
α˜
([
ξ
M,0
i + (i)ξ−i,diM , ξM,0j + (j)ξ
−j,dj
M
])= 0 for j = −i − 1;
α˜
([
ξ
M,0
i + (i)ξ−i,diM , ξM,0−i−1 + (−i − 1)ξ i+1,di+1M
])= 2(i), −m i m.
It follows that α˜ induces on pe a skew-symmetric bilinear form of rank 2m. But then
dim
{
ξ ∈ pe
∣∣ α˜([ξ,pe])= 0}= 1
and the statement follows. 
3.9. For any simple Lie algebra g of type different from A and C we provide in this subsec-
tion a uniform construction of e ∈N (g) for which (g∗e )sing has codimension 1 in g∗e . We assume
for simplicity that charK = 0. The Lie algebras sln and sp2n are distinguished by the property
that their highest root is not a fundamental dominant weight. This seemingly insignificant fact is
a source of many structural differences between sln and sp2n, and the other finite-dimensional
simple Lie algebras. In our situation, it manifests itself as follows.
Let G · e˜ =Omin be the minimal nilpotent orbit in g and {e˜, h˜, f˜ } an sl2-triple. Consider the
Z-grading determined by h˜
g =
2⊕
g(i).i=−2
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Data for the exceptional Lie algebras
g l k W dimW s dim(W ⊕W∗)//K ind(k  (W ⊕W∗))
E6 A5 2A2 
1 +
 ′1 9 T2 4 6
E7 D6 A5 
2 15 (A1)3 4 7
E8 E7 E6 
1 27 D4 4 8
F4 C3 A2 2
1 6 0 4 4
G2 A1 0 0 1 0 2 2
Table 3
Data for son , n 7
g l k dimW s dim(W⊕W∗)//K ind(k(W⊕W∗))
so7 so3×sl2 t1 2 0 3 3
son
(n8) son−4×sl2 son−6×t1 n−5 son−8 4 [n/2]
Here g(2) = Ke˜ and g(−2) = Kf˜ . Let G(0) denote the stabiliser of h˜ in G. This is a Levi
subgroup of G which acts on g(1) with finitely many orbits. If g = sln, then the centre of g(0)
is one-dimensional and g(1) is a simple g(0)-module. Furthermore, if g = sp2n, then the open
G(0)-orbit in g(1) is affine. Let e ∈ g(1) be a point in this orbit.
From now on we assume in this subsection that g is not isomorphic to sln or sp2n. Our goal is
to prove that (g∗e )sing has codimension 1 in g∗e . Set l = [g(0),g(0)] and let K denote the stationary
subgroup of e in G(0). Then k := LieK is a Lie subalgebra of l acting trivially on g(2). The
centraliser ge is graded and has the following structure. Its component of degree 0 is k and
its component of degree 1 is isomorphic as a k-module to Ke ⊕ W ⊕ W ∗, where W is a k-
module of dimension dimg(1)2 −1. The component of degree 2 is still Ke˜. Consider the hyperplaneH= {γ ∈ g∗e | γ (e˜) = 0}. We wish to prove that H⊂ (g∗e )sing. Because e˜ acts trivially on H, the
representation of ge/Ke˜ in H is equivalent to the coadjoint representation of ge/Ke˜. That is,
we have to compute the index of this Lie algebra. Modulo the trivial direct summand Ke, this
algebra is the semi-direct product of k and W ⊕ W ∗, denoted k  (W ⊕ W ∗). For such semi-
direct products, one can use Raïs’ formula for the index [22]. As the generic stabiliser for the
representation of k on W ⊕W ∗, say s, is reductive, Raïs’ formula yields
ind
(
k  (W ⊕W ∗))= rk s + dim(W ⊕W ∗)//K.
It turns out that in all cases of interest for us this number equals rkg. Taking into account the
direct summand Ke and the passage toH, we see that generic Ge-orbits inH are of codimension
rkg+2 in g∗e . On the other hand, it is straightforward to see that for any linear function γ ∈ g∗e \H
satisfying γ|ge(1) = 0 one has dim(ge)γ = dim kγ + 2. As k is reductive with rk k = rkg − 2, this
implies that indge = rkg. Then H⊂ (g∗e )sing, as wanted.
In Tables 2 and 3, we provide the necessary information related to these computations. In
Table 2, W is always a simple k-module which is represented by its highest weight.
3.10. Adopt the notations and conventions of 3.9 and let e˜ be an element in the minimal
nilpotent orbit Omin. Then indge˜ = rkg by [18]. We now wish to investigate the singular locus
of g∗.e˜
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Proof. In view of Theorems 3.4 and 3.11 the statement holds when g is of type A or C. So we
may assume in this proof that g is not isomorphic to sln or sp2n. Then
ge˜ = l ⊕ g(1)⊕ g(2).
Since dimg(2) = 1, we have a skew-symmetric bilinear form 〈·,·〉 on g(1) such that [x, y] =
〈x, y〉e˜ for all x, y ∈ g(1). This form is nondegenerate.
Given a subset X ⊂ ge˜ we denote by Ann(X) the annihilator of X in g∗e˜ , that is
Ann(X) := {γ ∈ g∗e˜ ∣∣ γ (X) = 0}.
Then Ann(e˜) := Ann({e˜}) is a hyperplane in g∗
e˜
. We claim that Ann(e˜) ⊂ (g∗
e˜
)sing. To prove the
claim we are going to argue in the spirit of 3.9.
Let L denote the derived subgroup of G(0). Since e˜ acts trivially on Ann(e˜), the representation
of ge˜/Ke˜ in Ann(e˜) is equivalent to the coadjoint representation of ge˜/Ke˜. This Lie algebra is the
semi-direct product of l and g(1), denoted l  g(1). The generic stabiliser for the representation
of l on g(1) is isomorphic to k. Since k is reductive, Raïs’ formula [22] yields
ind
(
l  g(1)
)= rk k + dimg(1)//L.
As the complement g(1) \ G(0) · e is a hypersurface in g(1) and the semisimple group L
has codimension 1 in G(0), the orbit L · e has codimension 1 in g(1). This implies that
dimg(1)//L = 1, whereas Tables 2 and 3 yield rk k = rkg−2. Therefore, ind(lg(1)) = rkg−1.
Each γ ∈ Ann(e˜) may be regarded as a linear function on l  g(1). Moreover, it is easy to see
that gγ
e˜
∼= Ke˜⊕ (l g(1))γ for every γ ∈ Ann(e˜). This implies that for a generic γ ∈ Ann(e˜) we
have dimgγ
e˜
= rkg = indge˜. The claim follows.
It remains to deal with the affine open set Y := g∗
e˜
\ Ann(e˜). Set n := g(1) ⊕ g(2) and
let N ⊂ Ge˜ be the connected subgroup of G with LieN = n. The derived subgroup (N,N) is
1-dimensional with Lie(N,N) = Ke˜, and N/(N,N) ∼= g(1) as varieties. Let α ∈ Ann(l ⊕ g(1))
be a nonzero function. The set Ann(g(1)) ∩ Y is Zariski closed in Y and can be identified with
l∗ ⊕ K×α. Let γ = β + aα be an element of Ann(g(1))∩ Y with β ∈ l∗ and a = 0. Then
(Ad∗ N)γ =
{
β + a
2
(ad∗ v)2α + a(ad∗ v)α + aα
∣∣∣ v ∈ g(1)}.
Since the form 〈·,·〉 is nondegenerate, it follows that the N -saturation of Y ∩ Ann(g(1)) is equal
to Y , that each N -orbit (Ad∗ N)γ is isomorphic to N/(N,N) ∼= g(1), and that gγe˜ = lβ ⊕ Ke˜. In
particular, the action morphism
τ :
(
N/(N,N)
)× (Ann(g(1))∩ Y )→ Y
is an isomorphism. Suppose g ∈ N/(N,N) and γ = β + aα, where β ∈ l∗ and a = 0. Then
τ((g, γ )) ∈ (g∗
e˜
)reg if and only if β ∈ (l∗)reg. Since (l∗)sing has codimension 3 in l∗, the intersec-
tion (g∗
e˜
)sing ∩ Y is of codimension 3 in Y and also in g∗e˜ . The result follows. 
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4.1. From now on we assume that charK = 0. Let Q be a connected linear algebraic group
with Lie algebra q. Suppose we are given a rational linear action of Q on a vector space V . The
differential of this action at the identity element of Q is a representation of the Lie algebra q
in V .
Definition 4.1. A vector x ∈ V (a stabiliser qx ) is called a generic point (a generic stabiliser),
if there exists a Zariski open subset U ⊂ V such that x ∈ U and qx is Q-conjugate to any qy
with y ∈ U .
Let e be a nilpotent element in g = gl(V) and set G := GL(V). Let α = α(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ g∗e be
as in 3.3 and put h := gαe .
Proposition 4.1. (See [29].) If all a1, . . . , ak are nonzero and pairwise distinct, then h is a generic
stabiliser for the coadjoint representation of Ge .
For 1 i  n, let i denote the sum of the principal minors of order i of the generic matrix
(xij )1i,jn, a regular function on g, and set Fi := κ−1(i). It is well known that {F1, . . . ,Fn}
is a generating set of the invariant algebra S(g)G. Recall from 0.2 the definition of eF 1, . . . , eF n.
Let (d1 + 1 d2 + 1 · · · dk + 1) be the partition of n corresponding to e and put d0 = 0.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose dimV  2 and let F1, . . . ,Fn be as above. Then {F1, . . . ,Fn} is a very
good generating system for e and S(ge)ge = S(ge)Ge = K[eF 1, . . . , eF n]. Moreover,
deg
(
eF d0+···+di+i+1
)= · · · = deg(eF d0+···+di+di+1+i+1)= i + 1 (0 i  k − 1).
Proof. Let α be as in Proposition 4.1 and let r be the linear span of all ξj,si with i = j . Let t be the
span of all ξ i,0i , a maximal toral subalgebra of ge. Then the centraliser h = cge (t) is an abelian
Cartan subalgebra of ge. Moreover, ge = h ⊕ r and [h, r] = r (this follows from the formula
displayed in the proof of Proposition 2 in [29]). We identify h∗ with Ann(r) ⊂ g∗e . The above
implies that h∗ = {γ ∈ g∗e | (ad∗ h)γ = 0}. Since h is a generic stabiliser, we have Ge · h∗ = g∗e .
Therefore, the restriction map ϕ 
→ ϕ|h∗ induces an embedding K[g∗e ]Ge ↪→ K[h∗]. It follows
that each eFi |h∗ is nonzero and hence has the same degree as eF i .
Let r⊥ ⊂ g be the orthogonal complement to r with respect to κ and s := Se ∩ r⊥. Then
s = e + (κ∗e )−1(Ann r), implying that eF i |h∗ = eF i |Annr is equal to the component of minimal
degree of the restriction of i to s. Let g[i] ∼= gl(V[i]) be the subalgebra of g consisting of all
endomorphisms acting trivially on V[j ] for j = i, and gˆ := g[1] ⊕ · · · ⊕ g[k]. Then gˆ is a Levi
subalgebra of g and s ⊂ gˆ.
For 1  dj +1 we denote by [j ] the sum of all principal minors of order  of the generic
matrix (x(j)pq )1p,qdj+1, a homogeneous element of degree  in K[gˆ], and put 0[j ] = 1. Since
the characteristic polynomial of a block-diagonal matrix is the product of the characteristic poly-
nomials of its blocks, it follows that
|gˆ =
∑
1[1] · · ·k [k] (1  n).
1+···+k=
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As e|V[i] is a regular nilpotent element of gl(V[i]), for each i  1 we have the inequality
deg e(κ−1(i [i])) 1. It follows that deg eF   q , where
q := min{s |  = t1 + · · · + ts , 0 < ti  di + 1}.
More precisely,
deg eF i = 1 for i = 1, . . . , d1 + 1,
deg eF i  2 for i = d1 + 2, . . . , d1 + d2 + 2,
deg eF i  3 for i = d1 + d2 + 3, . . . , d1 + d2 + d3 + 3,
and so on. Consequently,
∑n
i=1 deg eF i 
∑k
i=1 i(di+1). On the other hand, using the formula
for dimge in [14] we obtain
dimge =
k∑
i=1
(2i−1)(di+1) = 2
k∑
i=1
i(di+1)− n;
see also [5, p. 398]. In view of Theorem 2.1(i) we must have equalities throughout, forcing∑n
i=1 deg eF i = (dimge + n)/2.
As indge = n by [29], Theorem 2.1(i) yields that the generating set {Fi | 1 i  n} is good
for e. Combining Theorem 2.1(iii) with Theorem 3.4 shows that this set is actually very good
for e. But then S(ge)ge = S(ge)Ge = K[eF 1, . . . , eF n] in view of Theorem 2.2. 
Remark 4.1. The degrees of eF 1, . . . , eF n can be read off from the Young diagram of e, as shown
in Fig. 1.
4.2. In this subsection we give a description of eF i in terms of ξj,si . No generality will be
lost by assuming that h ·wi = −diwi for 1 i  k and f (es ·wi) ∈ K(es−1 ·wi). Then each ξj,si
is an eigenvector for adh. More precisely, using our discussion in 3.2 it easy to observe that
(adh)
(
ξ
j,s)= (di − dj + 2s)ξ j,s . (12)i i
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I = {i1, . . . , im} and a nonnegative function s¯ : I → Z0 we associate with the triple (I, σ, s¯) the
monomial
Ξ(I,σ, s¯) := ξσ(i1),s¯(i1)i1 ξ
σ(i2),s¯(i2)
i2
· · · ξσ(im),s¯(im)im ∈ S(ge)
of degree m = |I |. If s¯(ij ) does not satisfies the restriction on s given in 3.2, then we assume that
ξ
σ(ij ),s¯(ij )
ij
= 0. For every Ξ = Ξ(I,σ, s¯) we denote by λ(I, σ, s¯) the weight of Ξ with respect
to h. Obviously, λ(I, σ, s¯) is the sum of the adh-eigenvalues (h-weights) of the factors ξσ(ij ),s¯(ij )ij .
Lemma 4.3. For each  n, we have
eF  =
∑
|I |=m, λ(I,σ,s¯)=2(−m)
a(I, σ, s¯)Ξ(I, σ, s¯)
for some a(I, σ, s¯) ∈ K.
Proof. (1) Fix a basis {y1, . . . , yn} = {w1, e ·w1, . . . , ed1 ·w1,w2, . . . ,wk, . . . , edk ·wk} of V and
let Eij ∈ gl(V ) be such that Eij (yk) = δjkyi for all 1 i, j, k  n. View F as a polynomial in
variables Eij and let T be a monomial of F for which deg eT = deg eF . It can be presented as
a product T = T1 · · ·Tk , where each Tq involves only those Eij annihilating⊕t =q V[t]. If Eij is
such a variable with j = i − 1, then the restriction of Eij to κ(Se) is either zero or proportional
to some ξu,sq . Note also that if yi = edq ·wq , i.e., if yi+1 /∈ V[q], then the restriction of Ei+1,i to
κ(Se) equals ξq+1,dq+1q . So when we restrict T to κ(Se), nonzero constants (terms of degree 0)
will arise only from those variables Ei+1,i with yi+1 ∈ V[q]. But all such variables lie under the
main diagonal and the monomial T comes from a principal minor, hence Tq cannot contain only
them. Thus, if degTq > 0, then either Tq |κ(Se) is zero or deg
eTq  1.
On the other hand,
∑
deg eTq = deg eF  and each Tq |κ(Se) is nonzero, by our assumption
on T . Let d(T ) denote the cardinality of {q  k | degTq > 0}. The above discussion shows
that deg eT  d(T ). Since degTq  dq + 1 and ∑degTq = degF, our discussion in 4.1 yields
deg eF   d(T ). Hence deg eT = d(T ), forcing deg eT j  1 for all 1 j  k. This means that
each monomial of eF , when expressed via {ξj,si }, has no factors of the form ξj,sq ξ i,tq .
(2) Let Ξ = ξj1,s1i1 · · · ξ
jm,sm
im
be a monomial involved in eF . In part (1) we have proved that all
indices i1, . . . , im are distinct. Let I = {i1, . . . , im}. Suppose there is j = jq with j /∈ I . Then Ξ
has a positive weight with respect to the semisimple element ξj,0j ∈ ge. But eF  is invariant
under ge, hence Ξ must be of weight zero. This contradiction shows that j ∈ I . Similarly, each iq
must be among j1, . . . , jm. In other words, (j1, . . . , jm) is a permutation of (i1, . . . , im).
(3) Since all ξj,si are eigenvectors for adh, each monomial Ξ involved in eF  has the same
weight as eF  itself. Since F is h-invariant and f has weight −2, we see that each Ξ has weight
2(−m). This completes the proof. 
Conjecture 4.1. Up to a nonzero constant,
eF  =
∑
|I |=m, λ(I,σ,s¯)=2(−m)
(sgnσ)Ξ(I,σ, s¯),
where m = deg eF .
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symplectic Lie algebra g = g˜0 (recall that g˜0 = g˜σ where g˜ = gl(V) and dimV = 2n). It is well
known that 2i |g with 1 i  n generate the invariant algebra K[g]g and the regular functions
2i+1 vanish on g. For 1  i  n we denote by δi the component of minimal degree of the
restriction of 2i to Se = e + gf . Since e + gf is an affine subspace of e + g˜f and g∗e identifies
with the linear subspace κ∗e (gf ) of g˜∗e = κ∗e (g˜f ), one observes easily that either deg δi = deg eF 2i
or the restriction of eF 2i to g∗e is zero and deg δi > deg eF 2i .
For 1  i  n we denote by F¯2i ∈ S(g)g the preimage of 2i |g ∈ K[g]g under the Killing
isomorphism S(g) ∼−→ K[g]. Note that deg eF¯ 2i = deg δi for all i  n.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose dimV = 2n 4 and let F1, . . . ,F2n be as above. Then {F¯2i | 1 i  n} is
a very good generating system for any e ∈ g ∼= sp2n and S(ge)ge = S(ge)Ge = K[ eF¯ 2, . . . , eF¯ 2n].
Furthermore, deg eF¯ 2i = deg eF 2i for all i  n.
Proof. From Theorem 4.2 and the formula for dimge given in [14, 3.1(3)] we deduce that
dimge = 12
(
dim g˜e +
∑
i,di even
1
)
=
2n∑
j=1
deg eF j − n+
∑
i,i′=i+1
1.
On the other hand, applying Theorem 4.2 to g˜e yields
n∑
j=1
deg eF 2j =
∑
i,di odd
i(di + 1)
2
+
∑
i,i′=i+1
(
i
di
2
+ (i + 1)di + 2
2
)
= 1
2
( 2n∑
j=1
deg eF j
)
+
∑
i,i′=i+1
1
2
.
To check this equality one takes the Young diagram of shape (d1 + 1  · · ·  dk + 1) with all
boxes in the j th column labelled j (as shown in Fig. 1) and then sums up all labels assigned to
the even boxes of the diagram (counted from bottom to top and from left to right). One should
also keep in mind that di = di′ for all i and di + 1 is odd whenever i′ = i. Using the above
formulae one obtains
2
∑
deg eF 2i − dimge =
∑
ik, i′=i
di + 1
2
+
∑
ik, i′=i+1
(di + 1) = n.
Since deg δi  deg eF 2i for all i  n, by our earlier remarks, we now derive
n∑
i=1
deg eF¯ 2i =
n∑
i=1
deg δi 
n∑
i=1
deg eF 2i = (dimge + n)/2.
On the other hand, {F¯2i | 1  i  n} is a generating system for S(g)g. As indge = rkg = n
by [29], Theorem 2.1(i) shows that∑ni=1 deg eF¯ 2i  (dimge + n)/2. Hence deg eF¯ 2i = deg eF 2i
for all i and {F¯2i | 1  i  n} is a good generating system for e. Combining Theorem 2.1(iii)
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with Theorem 3.11, we now see that the generating set {F¯2i | 1 i  n} is very good for e. Then
Theorem 2.2 yields S(ge)ge = S(ge)Ge = K[ eF¯ 2, . . . , eF¯ 2n], completing the proof. 
4.4. Now suppose g = so(V). Recall that g is a symmetric subalgebra of g˜ = gl(V). Let
F1, . . . ,Fn be as in 4.1 and set F¯i := Fi |g∗ . If n = dimV is odd, then the set {F¯2i | 0 < i < n/2}
is a basis of S(g)G. If n is even, then F¯n = P 2, where P is the pfaffian. Clearly, (eP )2 = eF¯ n.
Similar to the symplectic case, we have deg eF¯ 2i  deg eF 2i . From [14, 3.1(3)] it follows that
dimge = 12
(
dim g˜e −
∑
i,di even
1
)
. (13)
Note that l = rkg = [(dimV)/2]. In order to compute ∑li=1 deg eF 2i we again consider our
labelled Young diagram (see Fig. 1) and sum up the labels assigned to the even boxes. It is
important to observe that in the present case neighbouring columns of the same odd size will
always have a different number of even boxes. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Taking into account (13) and the equality ∑nj=1 deg eF j = (dim g˜e + n)/2 we now arrive at
the following:
l∑
j=1
deg eF 2j =
∑
i′=i+1
(2i + 1)di + 1
2
+
∑
i=i′, i odd
i
di
2
+
∑
i=i′, i even
i
di + 2
2
= 1
2
(
n∑
j=1
deg eF j −
∑
i=i′, i odd
i +
∑
i=i′, i even
i
)
= 1
2
(
dimge + n2 +
∑
i,di even
1
2
−
∑
i=i′, i odd
i +
∑
i=i′, i even
i
)
. (14)
Lemma 4.5. Let e be a nilpotent element in g = so(V) such that
(1) d1 is even;
(2) if di−1 is even for i odd, then di is even.
Then either F¯2, F¯4, . . . , F¯n−1 or F¯2, F¯4, . . . , F¯n−2,P (depending on the parity of n) is a good
generating system for e ∈ g.
Proof. Let t1, . . . , tq be the indices of the odd-sized Jordan blocks of e. Recall that there is a
decomposition of the set of Jordan blocks of even size (i.e., those with di odd) into pairs {i, i′}
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parity. Note also that q and n have the same parity for any nilpotent element in gln.
First suppose n and q are odd. Recall that deg eF¯ 2i  deg eF 2i for all i. By Theorem 2.1, we
have
∑l
i=1 deg eF¯ 2i  (dimge + rkg)/2. Due to (14) it suffices to prove that
n
2
+ q
2
− t1 + t2 − t3 + · · · − tq = n− 12 .
By the assumptions of the lemma, t1 = 1, t3 = t2 +1, t5 = t4+1, and so on. Thus,∑qi=1(−1)i ti =−1 − (q − 1)/2, which is exactly what we wanted.
Now suppose n is even. Then q is also even, and deg eP  (deg eF n)/2. Moreover, since dtq+1
cannot be even and odd at the same time, we have tq = k, that is the last Jordan block has odd
size. As above, tj+1 = tj + 1 for all even 1 < j < q . Therefore,
n/2−1∑
j=1
deg eF¯ 2j + deg eP  12
(
dimge + n+ q2 +
q∑
i=1
(−1)i ti
)
− k
2
= 1
2
(
dimge + n+ q2 − 1 −
q − 2
2
+ k − k
)
= 1
2
(
dimge + n2
)
,
and we are done. 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose dimV = 2l and let e be a nilpotent element in g = so(V) such that
(1) d1 is odd and d2 = d1;
(2) di is even for i  3.
Then e admits a good generating system in S(g)g.
Proof. Recall that deg eF¯ 2i  deg eF 2i for all i and deg eP  (deg eF 2l )/2. The even-sized Jor-
dan blocks of e can be decomposed into pairs {i, i′} with i′ = i. Hence k is even and it follows
from (14) that
l−1∑
i=1
deg eF¯ 2i + deg eP  12
(
dimge + l + k − 22 +
k − 2
2
)
− k
2
= 1
2
(dimge + l)− 1.
Thus, the system F¯2, . . . , F¯r−2,P is “almost good.” Applying Lemma 4.3 we see that in the
present case
eF 2d1+2 = a1ξ1,d11 ξ2,d22 + a2ξ2,d11 ξ1,d12
for some a1, a2 ∈ K. Since eF 2d1+2 is irreducible, being a generator of the polynomial algebra
S(g˜)g˜, it must be that a1a2 = 0. Both ξ2,d1 and ξ1,d2 vanish on ge and so does ξ1,d1 − ξ2,d1 .1 2 1 2
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scalar. Consequently, eF¯ 2d1+2 = c(eF¯2d)2 for some c ∈ K×.
If k > 2, then d1 + 1 < l, and we can replace F¯2d1+2 by F¯ ′2d1+2 := F¯2d1+2 − cF¯ 2d1+1. Since
deg eF¯ ′2d1+2  deg
eF¯ 2d1+2 + 1, Theorem 2.1(i) implies that F¯2, . . . , F¯ ′2d1+2, . . . ,P is a good
generating system for e.
If k = 2, then eP = c0 eF¯ 2d for some c0 ∈ K×. In this case we can replace P by P ′ := P −
c0F¯d1+1. Then deg eP ′  deg eP +1, implying that F¯2, . . . , F¯2r−2,P ′ is a good generating system
for e. 
Combining Lemmas 3.12, 3.13, and 4.5 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.7. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over K, where n is odd, and let V˜ =
V ⊕ Kv be as in 3.8. Let (d1 + 1 d2 + 1 · · · dk + 1) be a partition of n such that
(1) d1 is even and k > 1;
(2) di is odd for all i  2.
Let e and eˆ be nilpotent elements in g = so(V) and gˆ = so(V˜), respectively, corresponding to
the partitions (d1 + 1, . . . , dk + 1) and (d1 + 1, . . . , dk + 1,1). Then e and eˆ admit very good
generating systems in S(g)g and S(gˆ)gˆ, respectively, and the invariant algebras S(ge)ge and
S(gˆeˆ)gˆeˆ are free.
Remark 4.2. Conditions of Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 are only sufficient for the existence of a good
generating system. But we conjecture that the other nilpotent elements in g = so(V) do not
possess good generating systems in S(g)g.
Example 4.1. Now we wish to exhibit a nilpotent element e in g = so(V) without a good gener-
ating system in S(g)g. Some details will be left to the reader. Let e ∈ so12 be a nilpotent element
with partition (5,3,2,2). Then dimge = 18, indge = 6, but
5∑
i=1
deg eF 2i +
(
deg eF 12
)
/2 = 11 < (18 + 6)/2 = 12.
One can show that deg eF¯ 2i = deg eF 2i and deg eP = 2. We have only two eF¯ 2i ’s of degree one,
but the centre of ge is 3-dimensional and eF¯ 8 = a2, where a is a central element of ge linearly
independent of eF¯2 and eF¯ 4. Moreover, up to a scalar eF¯10 = a · eP . We see that eF¯ 2i ’s and eP
are algebraically dependent. On the other hand, computations show that there is no good way to
modify the system of generators F¯2, F¯4, F¯6, F¯10,P of S(g)g.
4.5. Suppose that rkg  2. Our next goal in this section is to attack Conjecture 0.1 for the
elements of the minimal nilpotent orbit Omin = G · e˜ in g. More precisely, we are going to
show that if g is not of type E8, then e˜ admits a good generating system in S(g)g. Thanks to
Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 2.2 this will reduce verifying Conjecture 0.1 for the elements in
Omin to the case where g is of type E8. Some partial results on the E8 case are obtained in 4.8
where Conjecture 0.1 for Omin is reduced to a computational problem on polynomial invariants
for the Weyl group of type E7.
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in g(0), and denote by Φ the root system of g with respect to t˜. Choose a positive system Φ+ in Φ
such that for every γ ∈ Φ+ the root subspace gγ = Keγ is contained in the parabolic subalgebra
p := g(0)⊕ g(1)⊕ g(2). Note that Φ =⊔−2i2 Φi where Φi := {γ ∈ Φ | gγ ⊂ g(i)}. Clearly,
Φ2 = {α˜} where α˜ is the longest root in Φ+. No generality will be lost by assuming that e˜ = eα˜
and f˜ = e−α˜ . Set t := Ker α˜. It is well known (and easy to see) that t is a Cartan subalgebra in
ge˜ and ge˜ = t ⊕
⊕
γ∈Φi,i0 gγ . For β ∈
⊔
i0 Φi we denote by ξβ the linear function on ge˜ that
vanishes on t and has the property that ξβ(eγ ) = δβγ for all γ ∈⊔i0 Φi . The dual space t∗ will
be identified with the subspace of g∗
e˜
consisting of all linear functions ξ such that ξ(eγ ) = 0 for
all γ ∈⊔i0 Φi . Set h := t ⊕ Ke˜, an abelian subalgebra of ge˜. We regard h∗ = t∗ ⊕ Kξα˜ as a
subspace of g∗
e˜
.
Choose ξ0 ∈ t∗ such that ξ0([gγ ,g−γ ]) = 0 for all γ ∈ Φ0 and put η := ξ0 + ξα˜ , an element
of h∗. Since η vanishes on g(1), it is immediate from our discussion in 3.10 that gη
e˜
= h. In
particular, η ∈ (g∗
e˜
)reg. Moreover, our earlier remarks show that
h∗ = {ξ ∈ g∗e˜ ∣∣ (ad∗ h)ξ = 0} and h∗ ∩ (ad∗ ge˜)h∗ = 0.
It follows that the differential of the coadjoint action morphism Ge˜ × h∗ → g∗e˜ is surjective
at 1 × η. Then Ge˜ · h∗ = g∗e˜ , implying that the restriction map ϕ 
→ ϕ|h∗ induces an embedding
K[g∗
e˜
]Ge˜ ↪→ K[h∗]. Hence, for every nonzero homogeneous F ∈ S(g)g the regular function e˜F|h∗
is nonzero and thus has the same degree as e˜F .
4.6. The Weyl group W = NG(t˜)/ZG(t˜) is generated by the orthogonal reflections sγ in the
hyperplanes Kerγ , where γ ∈ Φ . Let CW(h˜) be the stabiliser of h˜ in W . It is well known that
CW(h˜) = 〈sγ | γ (h˜) = 0〉. Obviously, CW(h˜) preserves t. We denote by ρ0 the corresponding
representation of CW(h˜) and put W0 := ρ0(CW (h˜)). Note that W0 is a finite reflection subgroup
of GL(t). Since t = Ker α˜ and sα˜(h˜) = −h˜, any nonzero ϕ ∈ S(t˜)W has the form
ϕ =
ν∑
i=0
ϕ(i)h˜2i
(
ϕ(i) ∈ S(t)W0 , ϕ(ν) = 0, ν = ν(ϕ)). (15)
For ψ ∈ S(t˜) we denote by t˜ψ the set of all h ∈ t˜ such that ψ(x+λh) = ψ(x) for all x ∈ t˜ and all
λ ∈ K. If ψ ∈ S(t˜)W , then t˜ψ is a W -invariant subspace of t˜. As t˜ is an irreducible W -module,
then for ϕ as in (15) we must have t˜ϕ = 0. Consequently, ν(ϕ) 1.
Proposition 4.8. Let {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕl} be a homogeneous generating set in S(t˜)W with degϕ1 = 2,
and νi = ν(ϕi). Then∑li=2 νi  12 dimg(1) and if∑li=2 νi = 12 dimg(1), then ϕ(ν2)2 , . . . , ϕ(νl)l are
algebraically independent and S(g)g admits a good generating system for e˜.
Proof. Consider the Levi subalgebra s˜ = Kf˜ ⊕ t˜ ⊕ Ke˜ of g and put c := h˜2 + 4e˜f˜ , an ele-
ment of S(s˜). Since z(s˜) = t and [s˜, s˜] = Kf˜ ⊕ Kh˜ ⊕ Ke˜, we have that S(s˜)s˜ ∼= S(t) ⊗K K[c]
as algebras. We identify s˜∗ with Kξ−α˜ ⊕ t∗ ⊕ Kξα˜ . Then h∗ = t∗ ⊕ Kξα˜ ⊂ s˜∗. Since e˜ is
regular nilpotent in s˜, the restriction map F 
→ F|ξ−α˜+h∗ induces an algebra isomorphism
ι :S(s˜)s˜ ∼−→ S(h) such that ι|t = id and ι(c) = 4e˜.
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{F1, . . . ,Fl} ⊂ S(g)g such that Fk |t˜∗ = ϕk for all k. Since ϕk =
∑ν(ϕk)
i=0 ϕ
(i)
k h˜
2i by (15), it fol-
lows that Fk |s˜∗ =
∑ν(ϕk)
i=0 ϕ
(i)
k c
i
. But then ι(Fk |s˜∗) =
∑ν(ϕk)
i=0 4iϕ
(i)
k e˜
i It is now immediate from
the definition of e˜F that (
e˜Fk
)
|h∗ = 4νkϕ(νk)k e˜νk (1 k  l). (16)
Since deg e˜Fk = deg( e˜Fk)|h∗ by our concluding remark in 4.5, Theorem 2.1(i) in conjunction
with (16) gives
l∑
i=1
degϕ(νi)i +
l∑
i=1
νi  (dimge˜ + l)/2.
On the other hand, (15) shows that
l∑
i=1
degϕ(νi)i + 2
l∑
i=1
νi =
l∑
i=1
degϕi =
l∑
i=1
degFi = (dimg + l)/2.
As dimg − dimge˜ = 2 + dimg(1) and ν1 = 1 by our assumption on degϕ1, we are now able to
conclude that
∑l
i=2 νi  12 dimg(1).
If
∑l
i=2 νi = 12 dimg(1), then the above shows that
l∑
i=1
deg e˜F i =
l∑
i=1
degϕ(νi)i +
l∑
i=1
νi = (dimge˜ + l)/2.
Hence {F1, . . . ,Fl} ⊂ S(g)g is a good generating system for e˜, implying that e˜F 1, e˜F 2, . . . , e˜F l
are algebraically independent; see Theorem 2.1(ii). As ϕ(ν1)1 is a nonzero constant, our discus-
sion in 4.5 together with (16) shows that e,ϕ(ν2)2 e˜ν2, . . . , ϕ(νl)l e˜νl are algebraically independent
in S(ge˜). Then ϕ(ν2)2 , . . . , ϕ(νl)l must be algebraically independent in S(t). This completes the
proof. 
4.7. Proposition 4.8 in conjunction with Theorems 2.1(iii), 3.4, 3.11, 3.14 and 2.2 will enable
us to show that S(ge˜)ge˜ is a graded polynomial algebra in rkg variables in all cases except when
g is of type E8. We shall identify S(t˜) with S(t˜∗) by means of the W -invariant scalar product
(· | ·) used in [1] and [27]. Note that h˜ = α˜∨ identifies with a nonzero multiple of α˜. The basis of
simple roots contained in Φ+ will be denoted by .
(1) Suppose g is of type An, n  2. Then t˜∗ is spanned by ε1, ε2, . . . , εn+1 subject to the
relation ε1 + ε2 + · · · + εn+1 = 0. The Weyl group W = Sn+1 permutes the εi ’s. Put
sk :=
∑
σ∈Sn+1
εσ(1)εσ(2) · · · εσ(k) (2 k  n+ 1).
Since α˜ = ε1 − εn+1 and (α˜ | εi) = 0 for 2  i  n, it is routine that ν(sk) = 1 for 2  k 
n+ 1. Now set ϕk := sk+1, 1 k  n. Then {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕn} is a homogeneous generating set in
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a graded polynomial algebra in n variables. The degrees of basic invariants are 1,2, . . . , n. Since
g = sln+1 and the partition of e˜ is (2,1n−1), this is consistent with the combinatorial description
in Theorem 4.2.
(2) Suppose g is of type Cn, n 2. Then α˜ = 2ε1, and we can assume that ϕk = s˜k , where
s˜k :=
∑
σ∈Sn+1
ε2σ(1)ε
2
σ(2) · · · ε2σ(k) (1 k  n). (17)
As (α˜ | εi) = 0 for 2 i  n, it is clear that ν(ϕk) = 1 for all k. Then ∑ni=2 degν(ϕi) = n− 1 =
1
2 dimg(1), which shows that S(ge˜)ge˜ is a graded polynomial algebra in n variables. The degrees
of basic invariants are 1,3, . . . ,2n− 1. Since g = sp2n and the partition of e˜ is (2,12n−2), this is
consistent with our description in Theorem 4.4.
(3) Suppose g is of type Bn, n 3. Then α˜ = ε1 +ε2. For k ∈ {1,3, . . . , n} put ϕk := s˜k , where
s˜k is as in (17), and set ϕ2 := s˜2 − 14 s˜21 . As (α˜ | εi) = 0 for 3 i  n, it is straightforward to see
that ν(ϕ2) = 1 and ν(ϕk) = 2 for 3 k  n. Then ∑ni=2 degν(ϕi) = 1 + 2(n− 2) = 12 dimg(1).
Hence S(ge˜)ge˜ is a graded polynomial algebra in n variables, and the degrees of basic invariants
are 1,3,4, . . . ,2n− 2.
(4) Suppose g is of type Dn, n  4. Then again α˜ = ε1 + ε2. For k ∈ {1,3, . . . , n − 1} put
ϕk := s˜k and set ϕ2 := s˜2 − 14 s˜21 . Finally, set ϕn := p where p =
∏n
i=1 εi . As in part (3) we
obtain ν(ϕ2) = 1 and ν(ϕk) = 2 for 3 k  n− 1. Since ν(ϕn) = 1, we have ∑ni=2 degν(ϕi) =
1 + 2(n− 3)+ 1 = 12 dimg(1). Thus, S(ge˜)ge˜ is a graded polynomial algebra in n variables, and
the degrees of basic invariants are 1,3,4, . . . ,2n− 4, n− 1.
(5) Suppose g is of type G2 and assume that  = {α,β} where β is a short root. Then α˜ =
2α + 3β and (β | α˜) = 0. The degrees of basic invariants in S(t˜∗)W are 2, 6. There exists ϕ1 ∈
S(t˜∗)W such that ϕ1 = α˜2 + λ0β2 for some λ0 ∈ K. Since degϕ31 = 6, we can find a basic W -
invariant ϕ2 in S6(t˜∗) such that ϕ2 = λ1α˜4β2 + λ2α˜2β4 + λ3β6 for some λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈ K. Then
ν(ϕ2) 2 = 12 dimg(1). Applying Proposition 4.8 yields ν(ϕ2) = 12 dimg(1). Then S(ge˜)ge˜ is a
graded polynomial algebra in two variables, and the degrees of basic invariants are 1, 4.
(6) Suppose g is of type F4. In this case α˜ = ε1 + ε2 and basic invariants in S(t˜∗)W have
degrees 2, 6, 8, 12. Let W ′ denote the subgroup of W generated all reflections sα corresponding
to long roots in Φ . The reflection group W ′ has type D4 and acts on the ε-basis of t˜∗ in the
standard way. Therefore, S(t˜∗)W ′ = K[s˜1, s˜2, s˜3,p] where s˜1, s˜2, s˜3,p are as in part (4). Note
that W ′ is a normal subgroup of W and W/W ′ ∼= S3.
Set ϕ1 = s˜1. It is easy to see that ϕ1 ∈ S(t˜∗)W . Since ϕ31 ∈ S6(t˜∗)W and ν(ϕ31) = 3, there
exists a basic invariant ϕ2 ∈ S6(t˜∗)W for which ν(ϕ2)  2. Next observe that M := S4(t˜∗)W ′
is a W/W ′-module with basis {s˜2,p, s˜21}. We denote by M ′ the submodule of M spanned by
all (w − 1) · m with w ∈ W and m ∈ M . Let β := ε1 and γ := 12 (ε1 + ε2 + ε3 + ε4), short
roots in Φ , and put p′ :=∏4i=1(εi − γ ). Since p′ = sγ (∏4i=1 εi) = sγ (p) and sβ(p) = −p, we
have p,p′ ∈ M ′. Since sβ(s˜2) = s˜2 and S4(t˜∗)W = Ks˜21 , this shows that M ′ is isomorphic to the
reflection module for W/W ′ ∼= S3, and p and p′ form a basis for M ′.
The above discussion implies that there exist homogeneous polynomials q2, q3 ∈ K[X,Y ]
of degree 2 and 3, respectively, such that q2(p,p′) and q3(p,p′) generate the invariant alge-
bra K[M ′]S3 ⊂ S(t˜∗)W . As (α˜ | γ ) = (α˜ | ε1) = (α˜ | ε2) = 1, one checks easily that ν(p) =
ν(p′) = 1. Hence ν(q2(p,p′)) 2 and ν(q3(p,p′)) 3. Since S6(t˜∗)W ′ is spanned by s˜3, s˜1s˜2,
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1 , there are λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 ∈ K such that ϕ2 = λ1s˜3 + s˜1(λ2p+λ3p′)+λ4s˜31 . As (M ′)W = 0,
it must be that λ1 = 0. From this it is immediate that
S(t˜∗)W ′ ∼= K[ϕ1, ϕ2] ⊗K K[M ′]
as W -modules. But then we can set ϕ3 := q2(p,p′) and ϕ4 := q3(p,p′) to obtain a generating
set {ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4} ⊂ S(t˜∗)W with degϕ1 = 2 and ∑4i=2 ν(ϕi)  2 + 2 + 3 = 7. Since in the
present case dimg(1) = 14, Proposition 4.8 shows that ν(ϕ2) = ν(ϕ3) = 2 and ν(ϕ4) = 3. Hence
S(ge˜)ge˜ is a graded polynomial algebra in four variables, and the degrees of basic invariants are
1, 4, 6, 9.
(7) Now suppose g is of type E6 and let σ denote the outer involution in Aut(Φ) preserving .
In the present case, the degrees of basic invariants in S(t˜∗)W are 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12. The reflection
group W0 has type A5 and basic invariants in S(t∗)W0 have degrees 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. We choose
a homogeneous generating system {ψ1, . . . ,ψ5} ⊂ S(t∗)W0 with degψi = i + 1 for 1  i  5.
Since σ(α˜) = α˜, both W0 and t are σ -stable. Set t˜σ := {t ∈ t˜ | σ(t) = t} and tσ := t˜σ ∩ t. The
groups Wσ = {w ∈ W | σw = wσ } and Wσ0 = Wσ ∩ W0 act on t˜σ and tσ , respectively, and we
shall denote by ρ˜ and ρ the corresponding representations. It is well known that ρ˜(Wσ ) and
ρ(Wσ0 ) are reflection groups of type F4 and C3, respectively.
Note that t˜σ = tσ ⊕ Kh˜. To make use of the results obtained in part (6) we shall restrict
functions from S(t˜∗)W to t˜σ . Let ψ¯i denote the restriction of ψi to tσ . Since ρ(Wσ0 ) is a reflection
group of type C3, we have that ψ¯2 = ψ¯4 = 0 and K[tσ ]Wσ0 = K[ψ¯1, ψ¯3, ψ¯5].
Observe that dimS5(t˜∗)W = 1. Let ϕ˜2 be a nonzero element in S5(t˜∗)W . By our remarks
in 4.6 we have ν(ϕ˜2) 1. Thus, it can be assumed that ϕ˜2 = α˜2ψ2 + ϕ˜(0)2 where ϕ˜(0)2 ∈ S5(t∗)W0 .
Clearly, ν(ϕ˜2) = 1. Next note that dimS9(t˜∗)W = 2. As ν(ϕ˜2ϕ˜21) = 3, we can find ϕ˜5 ∈ S9(t˜∗)W \
Kϕ˜2ϕ˜
2
1 for which ν(ϕ˜5) 2. This element is a basic invariant of S(t˜∗)W .
Let {ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4} ⊂ K[t˜σ ]Wσ be the generating set obtained in part (6). Choose ϕ˜1 ∈ S2(t˜∗)W
such that ϕ˜1 = α˜2 + ϕ˜(0)1 where ϕ˜(0)1 ∈ S2(t∗)W0 . As ϕ˜31 ∈ S6(t˜∗)W we can find a nonzero
ϕ˜3 ∈ S6(t˜∗)W such that ϕ˜3 = α˜4a + α˜2b + c for some a, b, c ∈ S(t∗)W0 . Suppose a = 0. Since
ν(ϕ˜3)  1, we then have b = 0. Since b is a W0-invariant of degree 4, it is a polynomial in ψ1
and ψ3. Then b|tσ = 0. Consequently, ϕ˜3|t˜σ = λϕ2 + μϕ31 where either λ = 0 or μ = 0. Part (6)
now yields ν(ϕ˜3)  2 forcing a = 0, a contradiction. Thus, ν(ϕ˜3) = 2, and it can be assumed
without loss that a = ψ1.
Next we observe that dimS8(t˜∗)W = 3. Because ν(ϕ˜41) = 4 and ν(ϕ˜3ϕ˜1) = 3 by the above, the
set S8(t˜∗)W \ {Kϕ˜41 ⊕Kϕ˜2ϕ˜1} contains an element of the form α˜4a′ + α˜2b′ + c′ with a′, b′, c′ ∈
S(t∗)W0 , say ϕ˜4. The element ϕ˜4 is a basic invariant of S(t˜∗)W . As ν(ϕ˜61) = 6 and ν(ϕ˜3ϕ˜31) = 5,
we can find a basic invariant ϕ˜6 ∈ S12(t˜∗)W for which ν(ϕ˜6) 4.
Suppose for a contradiction that a′ = 0. In view of our remarks in (4.6) we then have b′ = 0
and ν(ϕ˜4) = 1. Consequently,
6∑
i=2
ν(ϕ˜i) 1 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 4 = 10.
Since in the present case dimg(1) = 20, Proposition 4.8 shows that we have equalities every-
where and the elements ϕ˜(ν(ϕ˜i ))i with 2  i  6 are algebraically independent in S(t∗)W0 . But
then ν(ϕ˜5) = 2 and ν(ϕ˜6) = 4, which implies that ϕ˜(ν(ϕ˜5)) ∈ Kψ1ψ2 ⊕ Kψ4 and ϕ˜(ν(ϕ˜6)) ∈5 6
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μi ∈ K. Because ϕ˜(ν(ϕ˜2))2 , . . . , ϕ˜(ν(ϕ˜6))6 are algebraically independent, the above shows that
μ1 = 0. In conjunction with our earlier remarks this yields that for ϕ˜4|t˜σ ∈ K[t˜σ ]W
σ
we have
ν(ϕ˜4|t˜σ ) = 1. On the other hand, ϕ˜4|t˜σ is a linear combination of ϕ3, ϕ1ϕ2 and ϕ41 . Since
ν(ϕ3) = 2, ν(ϕ1ϕ2) = 3 and ν(ϕ41) = 4, this is impossible. Therefore, a′ = 0 and ν(ϕ˜4) = 2.
Since a′ is a W0-invariant of degree 4, we have a′ = λ′ψ3 + μ′ψ21 . Hence a′|tσ = λ′ψ¯3 +
μ′ψ¯21 = 0. It follows that ν(ϕ˜4|t˜σ ) = 2. Then the above implies that ϕ˜4|t˜σ = ηϕ3 for some η ∈ K×.
Since ϕ(ν(ϕ3))3 = η−1a′|tσ is algebraically independent of ϕ(ν(ϕ2))2 by part (6), we now derive that
λ′ = 0. Since ϕ˜(ν(ϕ˜6))6 ∈ Kψ3 ⊕Kψ21 , it follows that we can adjust ϕ˜6 by a suitable linear combi-
nation of ϕ˜21 ϕ˜4 and ϕ˜
2
3 to achieve ν(ϕ˜6) 3. Then
6∑
i=2
ν(ϕ˜i) 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 3 = 12 dimg(1).
Proposition 4.8 now shows that ν(ϕ˜5) = 2, ν(ϕ˜6) = 3, and S(g)g admits a good generating sys-
tem for e˜. Hence S(ge˜)ge˜ is a graded polynomial algebra, and the degrees of basic invariants are
1, 4, 4, 6, 7, 9.
(8) Finally, suppose g is of type E7. The degrees of basic invariants in S(t˜)W are 2, 6, 8, 10,
12, 14, 18, and our arguments in part (7) are not easily adapted to the present situation. Fortu-
nately, this will not be necessary because a suitable for us system of basic invariants in S(t˜)W is
already recorded in the literature. It has been constructed in [15] with the help of computer-aided
calculations.
We have to adopt the notation of [15]. So let ′ = {v0, v1, . . . , v6} be a basis of the root system
Φ with the simple roots numbered as follows:
(18)
Since all roots in Φ are conjugate under W , we may (and will) assume that α˜ = v1. Let
{v∗0 , v∗1 , . . . , v∗6} be the basis of t˜ such that vi(v∗j ) = δij for all 0  i, j  6. As (v1 | v1) = 2,
it follows from (18) that h˜ = 2v∗1 − v∗2 , whilst our choice of α˜ ensures that v∗i ∈ Ker α˜ for
i ∈ {0,2, . . . ,6}. For a root system type E7, the distinguished functionals t1, t2, . . . , t7 are de-
fined in [15] by the following formulae:
t1 = −23v
∗
0 + v∗1 , t2 = −
2
3
v∗0 − v∗1 + v∗2 , t3 = −
2
3
v∗0 − v∗2 + v∗3 ,
t4 = 13v
∗
0 − v∗3 + v∗4 , t5 =
1
3
v∗0 − v∗4 + v∗5 , t6 =
1
3
v∗0 − v∗5 + v∗6 , t7 =
1
3
v∗0 − v∗6 .
We are particularly interested in the basic invariants A2,A6,A8,A10,A12,A14,A18 of S(t˜)W
displayed in [15, Appendix 2]. These are presented as polynomials in the elementary symmetric
functions s1, s2, . . . , s7 of the distinguished functionals t1, t2, . . . , t7. The coefficients of these
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that occur in the Ak’s.
Note that α˜(t1) = v1(t1) = 1, α˜(t2) = −v1(v∗1) = −1, and α˜(ti ) = v1(ti) = 0 for 3 i  7. It
follows that ν(s1) = ν(s1(t1, . . . , t7)) = 0 and ν(si) = ν(si(t1, . . . , t7)) = 1 for 2 i  7. There-
fore,
ν
(
s
j1
1 s
j2
2 · · · sj77
)= j2 + · · · + j7 (∀jk ∈ Z+, 1 k  7).
Taking this into account and using the explicit formulae for A2,A6,A8,A10,A12,A14,A18 in
[15, Appendix 2] one finds out that ν(A2) = 1, ν(A6) 2, ν(A8) 2, ν(A10) 2, ν(A12) 3,
ν(A14) 3 and ν(A18) 4. It follows that
ν(A6)+ ν(A8)+ ν(A10)+ ν(A12)+ ν(A14)+ ν(A18) 2 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 4 = 16.
Since in the present case the derived subalgebra of g(0) has codimension 1 in g(0) and is isomor-
phic to so12, we have 12 dimg(1) = (dimg − dim so12 − 3)/4 = (133 − 66 − 3)/4 = 16. Propo-
sition 4.8 now shows that ν(A6) = ν(A8) = ν(A10) = 2, ν(A12) = ν(A14) = 3 and ν(A18) = 4.
This implies that S(ge˜)ge˜ is a graded polynomial algebra in seven variables, and the degrees of
basic invariants are 1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 14.
We summarise the results of this subsection.
Corollary 4.9. If g is not of type E8, then S(t˜)W contains a homogeneous generating system
ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕl such that degϕ1 = 2 and S(t)W0 = K[ϕ(ν2)2 , . . . , ϕ(νl)l ] where νi = ν(ϕi).
Proof. We have shown that under the above assumption on g there exists a homogeneous system
of basic invariants ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕl in S(t˜)W such that degϕ1 = 2 and the elements ϕ(ν2)2 , . . . , ϕ(νl)l
are algebraically independent in S(t)W0 . So the result follows by comparing the Hilbert series of
the graded polynomial algebra S(t)W0 and its graded subalgebra K[ϕ(ν2)2 , . . . , ϕ(νl)l ]. 
Remark 4.3. If g is of type E8, then one can show by using ad hoc arguments that S(ge˜)ge˜ con-
tains an element of degree 4 linearly independent of e˜4. Looking at the degrees of basic invariants
in S(g)g and taking into account (16) one can observe that this element is not of the form e˜F
with F ∈ S(g)g. It follows that in type E8 the elements in Omin do not admit good generating
systems in S(g)g. Combining this with Proposition 4.8 one obtains that for any homogeneous
generating system ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕ8 in S(t˜)W with degϕ1 = 2 the elements ϕ(ν(ϕ2))2 , . . . , ϕ(ν(ϕl))l are
algebraically dependent in S(t)W0 . This is in sharp contrast with Corollary 4.9.
4.8. In this subsection we assume that g is of type E8, so that l = rkg = 8. We adopt the
notation introduced in 3.9 and 3.10. In particular, n = g(1)⊕ g(2). As before, we identify l∗ with
Ann(n) ⊂ g∗
e˜
and g(1)∗ with Ann(l ⊕ g(2)).
In the course of proving Theorem 3.14 we established that the principal open subset Y =
g∗
e˜
\Ann(e˜) of g∗
e˜
decomposes as Y ∼= ((N/(N,N))× (Ann(g(1))∩Y). It follows that restricting
regular functions on Y to Ann(g(1))∩ Y we get algebra isomorphisms
(S(ge˜)[1/e˜])N ∼= S(l)[e˜,1/e˜] and S(ge˜)ge˜ [1/e˜] = (S(ge˜)[1/e˜])ge˜ ∼= S(l)L[e˜,1/e˜].
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algebra structure. As n is a Heisenberg Lie algebra, the subspace S2(g(1))/e˜ is closed under
the Poisson bracket of S(ge˜)[1/e˜], i.e., S2(g(1))/e˜ is a Lie subalgebra of S(ge˜)[1/e˜]. This Lie
algebra acts faithfully on g(1) and is isomorphic to sp(g(1)). Since the bilinear form 〈·,·〉 is
(ad l)-invariant, l acts on g(1) as a Lie subalgebra of sp(g(1)). From this it follows that for every
x ∈ l there exists a unique ω(x) ∈ S2(g(1)) for which x + ω(x)/e˜ ∈ (S(ge˜)[1/e˜])N . Since the
restriction of ω(x) to Ann(g(1)) is zero, x +ω(x)/e˜ is the preimage of x in (S(ge˜)[1/e˜])N . It is
straightforward to see that the map ω : l → S2(g(1)) is linear.
Let x1, . . . , xm be a basis of l. Given an L-invariant H = Q(x1, . . . , xm) in S(l) we define
Ĥ := Q(x1 +ω(x1)/e˜, . . . , xm +ω(xm)/e˜).
Clearly, Ĥ ∈ S(ge˜)ge˜ [1/e˜]. Let k = k(H) be the smallest integer for which e˜kĤ ∈ S(ge˜)ge˜ , and
set H˜ := e˜kĤ . Let ω(H) denote the “constant term” of H˜ with respect to e˜, so that ω(H) equals
the restriction of H˜ to Ann(e˜). Note that k  degH and degω(H) = deg H˜ = degH + k.
Let {H1, . . . ,Hl−1} be a homogeneous generating set for S(l)L. Then both {Ĥ1, . . . , Ĥl−1}
and {H˜1, . . . , H˜l−1} generate the K[e˜,1/e˜]-algebra (S(ge˜)ge˜ [e˜,1/e˜].
Lemma 4.10. The algebra S(ge˜)ge˜ is free if and only if S(l)L contains a homogeneous generating
system H1, . . . ,Hl−1 such that the elements ω(H1), . . . ,ω(Hl−1) are algebraically independent.
Proof. First suppose that S(l)L contains a required set of generators H1, . . . ,Hl−1, and let H ∈
S(ge˜)ge˜ . Then H is a polynomial in H˜i , e˜ and 1/e˜, hence can be presented as a finite sum
H =∑p∈Z e˜pQp , where Qi are nontrivial polynomials in H˜i . Since ω(Hi) are algebraically
independent by our assumption, all Qi are coprime to e˜. This implies that H =∑p0 e˜pQp ,
that is H is a polynomial in H˜i and e˜.
Now suppose that S(ge˜)ge˜ is a free algebra generated over K by T1, . . . , Tl . Without
loss of generality we may (and will) assume that all Ti are homogeneous and Tl = e˜. As
(S(ge˜)[1/e˜])ge˜ ∼= S(l)L[e˜,1/e˜], there exist H1, . . . ,Hl−1 ∈ S(l)L and b1, . . . , bl−1 ∈ Z such that
Ti = ebi Ĥi for 1 i  l−1. Moreover, H1, . . . ,Hl−1 generate S(l)L. Because the product ebi Ĥi
is irreducible and regular, it must be that bi = ki . Hence Ti = H˜i for all i < l.
Assume for a contradiction that P(ω(H1), . . . ,ω(Hl−1)) = 0 for a nonzero polynomial P ∈
K[X1, . . . ,Xl−1]. Then H ′ := P(T1, . . . , Tl−1)/e˜ is a regular ge˜-invariant. On the other hand,
H ′ is uniquely expressed as a polynomial in T1, . . . , Tl−1 with coefficients in K[e˜,1/e˜], and
S(ge˜)ge˜ = K[T1, . . . , Tl−1, e˜] by our assumption. But then H ′ /∈ S(ge˜)ge˜ . By contradiction, the
result follows. 
It is well known that in the present case L has type E7 and the stationary subgroup K =
L ∩ Ge is a simple algebraic group of type E6. Recall from 3.9 that e is a generic point of
the L-module g(1) and K is a generic stabiliser in L; see Definition 4.1. It is also known that
K is the derived subgroup of the intersection of two opposite maximal parabolics of L. More
precisely, K = (L+ ∩ L−,L+ ∩ L−), where L+ (respectively, L−) is the normaliser in L of
the line spanned by a highest (respectively, lowest) weight vector of the L-module g(1). These
primitive vectors will be denoted by e+ and e−, respectively. Note that [e+, e−] is a nonzero
multiple of e˜ (equivalently, 〈e+, e−〉 = 0). Choose a maximal torus tˆ in the Levi subalgebra
Lie(L+ ∩L−) of l and set t := tˆ ∩ k. It is easy to see that t is a maximal torus in k = LieK .
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without loss of generality that e = e+ + e−. Since the nondegenerate skew-symmetric form 〈·,·〉
is L-invariant, g(1) ∼= g(1)∗ as L-modules. Set w+ := 〈e+, ·〉, w− := 〈e−, ·〉, and v := 〈e, ·〉.
As explained in the proof of Theorem 3.14, the orbit (AdL)e has codimension 1 in g(1) and
(AdL)(K×e) = (AdG(0))e is Zariski open in g(1). Hence the tangent space l · v (at v) to the
orbit L ·v has codimension 1 in g(1)∗ = g(0) ·v = K ·v+ l ·v. As K is reductive and (g(1)∗)K =
Kw+ ⊕ Kw− is tˆ-stable, we have that l · v = Kh0 · v ⊕ V0, where h0 ∈ tˆ is orthogonal to k with
respect to the Killing form and V0 = {〈x, ·〉 | 〈x, e+〉 = 〈x, e−〉 = 0}.
As in 4.5, we regard the dual space tˆ∗ as a subspace of l∗ ⊂ g∗
e˜
. We identify t∗ with the
subspace {γ ∈ tˆ∗ | γ (h0) = 0} and view v ∈ g(1)∗ as a linear function on ge˜ vanishing on l⊕Ke˜.
Set W ′ := NL( tˆ )/ZL( tˆ ) and W ′0 := NK(t)/ZK(t) (these are reflection groups of type E7 and
E6, respectively).
Lemma 4.11. Let H1, . . . ,Hl−1 be a homogeneous generating set in S(l)L. Then the elements
ω(H1), . . . ,ω(Hl−1) are algebraically independent if and only if their restrictions to t∗ ⊕ Kv
are.
Proof. Recall that Ĥi ∈ S(ge˜)ge˜ and ω(Hi) = H˜i |Ann(e˜) for 1  i  l − 1. It follows that all
ω(Hi) are invariant under the coadjoint action of the semidirect product l  g(1), where g(1) is
considered as a commutative Lie algebra.
By our earlier remarks, the L-saturation of Kv is dense in g(1)∗. Also, for the same v, but
regarded as an element of (l  g(1))∗, we have (ad∗ g(1))v ∼= (l/k)∗. Combining this two facts
we obtain natural embeddings
K
[
ω(H1), . . . ,ω(H−1)
]
↪→ K[l∗ ⊕ Kv]kg(1) ↪→ K[k∗ ⊕ Kv]k ↪→ K[t∗ ⊕ Kv].
As the composition of these embeddings is also an embedding, the result follows. 
Now we wish to express ω(Hi) in terms of polynomial invariants for W ′. Let α ∈ g∗e˜ be such
that α(e˜ ) = 1 and α(l ⊕ g(1)) = 0, and set
s := t∗ ⊕ Kv ⊕ Kα.
Then the restriction of ω(Hi) to t∗ ⊕ Kv is equal to the “constant term” (with respect to e˜) of
Ĥi |s. We thus need to describe the restrictions of Ĥi to s. Let tˆ⊥ ⊂ l be the orthogonal com-
plement to tˆ = t ⊕ Kh0 with respect to the Killing form, so that l = t ⊕ Kh0 ⊕ tˆ⊥. Since tˆ⊥ is
spanned by root vectors of l with respect to tˆ and e = e+ + e−, it is straightforward to see that
[[tˆ⊥, e], e] = 0.
Lemma 4.12. The following statements are true:
(a) (x +ω(x)/e˜ )|s = 0 for all x ∈ tˆ⊥;
(b) (x +ω(x)/e˜ )|s = x for all x ∈ t;
(c) (h0 +ω(h0)/e˜ )|s = a(e+ − e−)2/e˜ for some a ∈ K×.
Proof. Let x ∈ l and let β = γ + λv + μα ∈ s, where γ ∈ t∗ and λ,μ ∈ K. We shall calculate
the value of x + ω(x)/e˜ at β . Without loss of generality we may assume that both λ and μ are
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μ
ad e))β . Because
v = 〈e, ·〉 = −(ad∗ e)α and [e, [e, tˆ⊥]] = 0, we have that (Ad∗(exp λ
μ
ad e))β = γ + δ + μα,
where δ is a nonzero linear function on ge˜ which vanishes on t ⊕ tˆ⊥ ⊕ g(1) ⊕ g(2) and has the
property that
δ(h0) = λ
2
2μ
v
([h0, e]).
Thus, x + ω(x)/e˜ is zero on s for all x ∈ tˆ⊥, proving (a). If x ∈ t, then (x + ω(x)/e˜ )(β) =
x(γ ) = x(β), hence (b). Finally, (h0 +ω(h0)/e˜ )(β) is a nonzero multiple of λ2/μ, showing that
the restriction of h0 + ω(h0)/e˜ to s is a nonzero multiple of (e+ − e−)2/e˜. One should keep in
mind here that ψ(e+ − e−) = 0 for all ψ ∈ t∗ ⊕ Kα and v(e+ − e−) = 0. 
For 1  i  l − 1, set ϕi := Hi |tˆ∗ . Then ϕi is homogeneous element in S( tˆ )W
′
. It can be
presented uniquely as
ϕi =
μ∑
j=0
ϕ
(j)
i h
j
0
(
ϕ
(j)
i ∈ S(t)W
′
0 , ϕ
(μ)
i = 0, μ = μ(ϕi)
)
.
Recall that h0 spans the orthogonal complement to t in tˆ with respect to the Killing form.
Corollary 4.13. For 1 i  l − 1 set μi = μ(ϕi). Then in the above notation we have
ω(Hi)|t∗⊕Kv = aμiϕ(μi)i
(
e+ − e−)2μi (1 i  l − 1).
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12. 
Summing up the material of this subsection we obtain the following result:
Theorem 4.14. The algebra S(ge˜)ge˜ is free if and only if there is a homogeneous generating
system ϕ1, . . . , ϕ7 in S( tˆ )W ′ such that the elements ϕ(μ1)1 hμ10 , . . . , ϕ(μ7)7 hμ70 are algebraically
independent.
In type E7 it is difficult to calculate Weyl invariants by hand, and the system of basic invariants
used in the final part of 4.7 is not very helpful in the present situation. Since this paper is already
quite long, we leave the E8 case open for the time being.
4.9. Assume now that g is not of type An or E8. Let e˜ be as before and put p := ng(Ke˜).
Recall that p = g(0) ⊕ g(1) ⊕ g(2) is a parabolic subalgebra of g. We are now going to apply
our results on S(ge˜)ge˜ to prove that the semi-centre of the universal enveloping algebra U(p) is
a polynomial algebra. This will confirm a conjecture of Joseph for the parabolic subalgebra p.
Corollary 4.15. Under the above assumptions, the semi-centre U(p)[p,p] is a polynomial algebra
in l = rkg variables.
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write v = h˜kvk + h˜k−1vk−1 +· · ·+ v0 with vi ∈ S(ge˜). Since e˜ ∈ z(ge˜) and e˜ · h˜i = −2ih˜i−1e˜ for
all i > 0, we get 0 = e˜ · v = −∑ki=1 2ih˜i−1e˜vi . This yields S(p)[p,p] = S(ge˜)[p,p] = S(ge˜)ge˜ .
Arguing in a similar fashion we obtain
U(p)[p,p] = U(ge˜)ge˜ = Z(ge˜),
where Z(ge˜) stands for the centre of U(ge˜). As S(ge˜)ge˜ is a polynomial algebra in l vari-
ables, there exist algebraically independent homogeneous elements v1, . . . , vl ∈ S(p) such that
S(p)[p,p] = K[v1, . . . , vl].
Let ri = degvi , where 1 i  l, and let (Uk)k0 denote the standard filtration of U(p). Using
the symmetrisation map S(p) ∼→ U(p) it is easy to observe that there exist u1, . . . , ul ∈ U(p)[p,p]
such that ui ∈ Uri and grri (ui) = vi for all i. Since the ui ’s are central in U(ge˜), the standard
filtered-graded techniques now shows that U(p)[p,p] = K[u1, . . . , ul] is a polynomial algebra in l
variables. 
5. The null-cones in type A
5.1. In this section we assume that g = gl(V) where dimV  2. Our goal is to prove that
for every e ∈ N (g) the null-cone N (e) ⊂ g∗e has the expected codimension, i.e., dimN (e) =
dimge −n. According to Theorem 4.2, the varietyN (e) is the zero locus of eF 1, . . . , eF n, where
Fi = κ−1(i). Thanks to the Affine Dimension Theorem, in order to compute dimN (e) it suf-
fices to find an n-dimensional subspace W ⊂ g∗e such that W ∩N (e) = 0. This will be achieved
in a somewhat roundabout way: first we shall construct a larger subspace V ∗ ⊂ g∗e for which the
restrictions eF i |V ∗ can be described more or less explicitly and then show that V ∗ contains an
n-dimensional subspace transversal to N (e).
For m ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we partition the set {1, . . . ,m} into pairs (j,m− j + 1). If m is odd, then
there will be a “singular pair” in the middle consisting of the singleton {(m+ 1)/2}. We denote
by Vm the subspace of ge spanned by all ξj,si with i + j = m+ 1, and set V :=
⊕
m1 Vm. Using
the basis {(ξ j,si )∗} of g∗e dual to the basis {ξj,si }, we shall regard the dual spaces V ∗i and V ∗ as
subspaces of g∗e . Since K[V ∗] ∼= S(V ), the restrictions ϕˆi := eF i |V ∗ are elements of S(V ). For
s¯ := (s1, . . . , sk) with si ∈ Z0 we set |s¯| := s1 + s2 + · · · + sk .
Lemma 5.1. Suppose 0 q  dk . Then ϕˆn−q ∈ S(Vk). More precisely,
ϕˆn−q =
∑
|s¯|=q
a(s¯)ξ
k,dk−sk
1 ξ
k−1,dk−1−sk−1
2 · · · ξ1,d1−s1k for some a(s¯) ∈ K×.
Proof. (a) According to Lemma 4.3, eF n−q is a sum of monomials ξσ(1),t11 · · · ξσ(k),tkk , where σ
is a permutation of {1, . . . , k} and t1, . . . , tk are nonnegative integers. Such a monomial does not
vanish on V ∗ only if σ(k) = 1, σ(k − 1) ∈ {1,2} and σ(j) k + 1 − j for all j  k. Since σ is
a permutation, we then have σ(k − 1) = 2, σ (k − 2) = 3 and, in general, σ(j) = k + 1 − j .
From (12) we see that ξk−j+1,dk−j+1−sk−j+1j ξ
j,dj−sj
k−j+1 has weight 2(dj + dk−j+1 − sj − sk−j+1)
with respect to adh. As a consequence, the h-weight of
ξ
k,dk−sk ξ k−1,dk−1−sk−1 · · · ξ1,d1−s11 2 k
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mials with |s¯| = q can occur in eF n−q . Because |s¯| = q  dk  di and all si are nonnegative, we
have that si  dj for all i, j . This means that every ξ i,di−sik−i+1 is a nonzero element of ge.
(b) We now prove by induction on k that every a(s¯) is nonzero. If k = 1, then V = ge, ϕˆn−q =
eF n−q = a(q)ξ1,d1−q1 ; and clearly a(q) = 0. If k = 2, then (ad∗ ξ1,11 ) · V ∗ ⊂ V ∗. From this it
follows that the Poisson bracket {ξ1,11 , ϕˆn−q} is zero. On the other hand,
{
ξ
1,1
1 , ϕˆn−q
}= q−1∑
i=0
(
a(q − i, i)− a(q − i − 1, i + 1))ξ2,d2−i1 ξ1,d1−q+i+12 .
As the monomials ξ2,d2−i1 ξ
1,d1−q+i+1
2 with 0 i  q − 1 are nonzero in S(ge), all coefficients
a(s¯) with |s¯| = q must be equal. If one of them is zero, then all are zeros. Assume that this is the
case. By Lemma 4.3, we then have
eF n−q =
∑
|s¯|=q
b(s¯)ξ
1,d1−s1
1 ξ
2,d2−s2
2 , where b(s¯) ∈ K.
Let s2 be the largest integer with b(s1, s2) = 0. As s2  q  d2, the element ξ := ξ1,d1−d2+s22 is
nonzero in ge. As eF n−q belongs to the Poisson centre of S(ge), we have {ξ, eF n−q} = 0. On the
other hand,{
ξ, eF n−q
}= b(s1, s2)ξ1,s11 ξ1,d12 + (multiples of monomials of the form ξ1,∗2 ξ2,∗2 ).
Since the right-hand side is nonzero, we reach a contradiction, proving the lemma in case k = 2.
(c) Now suppose k > 2, and set g′ := gl(V[1] ⊕ V[k]) and g′′ := gl(V[2] ⊕ · · ·⊕V[k−1]).
These are Lie subalgebras of g (embedded diagonally), and e = e′ + e′′ where e′ and e′′ are the
restrictions of e to the e-stable subspaces V[1] ⊕ V[k] and V[2] ⊕ · · · ⊕ V[k−1].
We adopt the notation introduced in the course of proving Lemma 4.3 and express Fn−q as
a polynomial in the variables Eij . Let T be a monomial of Fn−q such that T|V ∗ is a nonzero
multiple of a monomial of degree k in ξj,dj−sjk−j+1 . Then T = T ′T ′′, where T ′ and T ′′ are poly-
nomials in the variables coming from g′ and g′′, respectively. Suppose the restriction of T ′
to V ∗ equals a′ξk,dk−sk1 ξ
1,d1−s
k , where a
′ ∈ K×. Then T ′ is a monomial of F ′
p′ ∈ S(g′)g
′ for
p′ = d1 +d2 +2− s1 − s2. Likewise, T ′′ is a monomial of Fp′′ ∈ S(g′′)g′′ for p′′ = n−q −p′. It
follows that a(s¯) = a(s1, sk)a(s2, . . . , sk−1) where the coefficients a(s1, sk) and a(s2, . . . , ak−1)
are related to the nilpotent elements e′ ∈ g′ and e′′ ∈ g′′, respectively.
Note that e′ ∈ g′ has two Jordan blocks of sizes d1 + 1 and d2 + 1, and a(s1, sk) is the co-
efficient of ξk,dk−sk1 ξ
1,d1−s1
k in the expression for ϕˆp′ . This coefficient is nonzero by part (b).
The coefficient a(s2, . . . , sk−1) arises in a similar way from the nilpotent element e′′ ∈ g′′. Since
g′′ ∼= gln−d1−dk−2 we can apply the inductive hypothesis to conclude that a(s2, . . . , sk−1) = 0.
Therefore every a(s¯) is nonzero, as wanted. 
5.2. Our next goal is to describe the zero locus X = X(dk) of ϕˆn, ϕˆn−1, . . . , ϕˆn−dk in V ∗k .
Denote by Xs¯ the subspace of V ∗k consisting of all γ ∈ V ∗k such that ξ i,di−tk−i+1(γ ) = 0 for 0 t < si .
Let ei be the k-tuple whose ith component equals 1 and the other components are zero.
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Proof. Let X(q) ⊂ V ∗k be the zero locus of ϕˆn, ϕˆn−1, . . . , ϕˆn−q . We are going to prove by in-
duction on q that X(q) is a union of subspaces in V ∗k and the irreducible components of X(q)
correspond bijectively to the k-tuples s¯ with |s¯| = q + 1. When q = 0, our set of functions is
a singleton containing ϕˆn = ξ1,d1k ξ2,d2k−1 · · · ξk,dk1 . Therefore, X(0) is the union of k hyperplanes
in V ∗k defined by the equations ξ
i,di
k−i+1 = 0, where 1 i  k.
Assume that X(q−1) is a union of subspaces of V ∗k parametrised by the k-tuples of size q .
Let s¯ be a k-tuple of size q − 1 and let Xs¯ be the irreducible component of X(q−1) corresponding
to s¯. Now consider an arbitrary monomial f := ξk,dk−tk1 ξk−1,dk−1−tk−12 · · · ξ1,d1−t1k with
∑
ti = q ,
i.e., a typical summand of ϕˆn−q . If t¯ = (t1, . . . , tk) = s¯, then there exists an index i such that
ti < si . But then ξ i,di−tik−i+1 , and hence f , vanishes on Xs¯ . This shows that the restriction of ϕˆn−q
to Xs¯ coincides, up to a nonzero multiple, with that of ξk,dk−sk1 ξ
k−1,dk−1−sk−1
2 · · · ξ1,d1−s1k . As a
consequence, the zero locus of ϕˆn, ϕˆn−1, . . . , ϕˆn−q in Xs¯ is the union of k linear subspaces Xs¯+ei ,
where 1 i  k. Then X(q) =⋃|s¯|=q+1 Xs¯, and the statement follows by induction on q . 
5.3. By Lemma 5.2, all irreducible components of the variety X(dk) ⊂ V ∗k have dimension
equal to dimVk − (dk + 1). Hence there is a linear subspace Wk ⊂ V ∗k such that dimWk = dk + 1
and Wk ∩X(dk) = 0.
Proposition 5.3. There exists an n-dimensional linear subspace W =⊕m1 Wm in V ∗ such that
Wm ⊂ V ∗m for all m and W ∩N (e) = 0.
Proof. We argue by induction on k. If k = 1, then N (e) = 0 and there is nothing to prove. So
assume that k  2, and set gk := gl(V[k]) and g¯ := gl(V[1]⊕ · · ·⊕V[k−1]). These Lie algebras
are embedded diagonally into g, and we regard the dual spaces g¯∗ and g∗k as subspaces of g∗.
Note that e = ek + e¯ where ek and e¯ are the restrictions of e to V[k] and V[1]⊕ · · ·⊕V[k−1],
respectively. Clearly, ek is a regular nilpotent element in gk ∼= gldk+1 and e¯ ∈ g¯ ∼= gln−dk−1 is a
nilpotent element with Jordan blocks of sizes d1 + 1, . . . , dk−1 + 1. For 1 i  n− dk − 1, put
F¯i := Fi |g¯∗ . Restricting the principal minors i from g to g¯ it is easy to see that the homogeneous
generating system F¯i , . . . , F¯n−dk−1 of S(g¯)g¯ is good for e¯ ∈ g¯.
Next we observe that g¯e¯ is a Lie subalgebra of ge spanned by all ξj,si with 1 i, j < k. Hence
we may identify the dual space (g¯e¯)∗ with the linear span of {(ξ j,si )∗ | 1  i, j < k} in g∗e . For
every i ∈ {1, . . . , n− dk − 1} the restriction of eF i to (g¯e¯)∗ equals e¯F¯i .
Note that V ∗m ⊂ (g¯e¯)∗ for m< k and V ∗k ∩ (g¯e¯)∗ = 0. By our inductive hypothesis, there exists
a subspace W =⊕k−1m=1 Wi such that dimW = n−dk −1 and W ∩N (e¯) = 0. Choose a (dk +1)-
dimensional subspace Wk in V ∗k with Wk ∩ X(dk) = 0. Such a subspace exists by Lemma 5.2.
Now set W := W ⊕Wk . Then dimW = n.
We claim that W ∩N (e) = 0. By Lemma 5.1, for n − dk  i  n the restriction ϕˆi = eF i |V ∗
belongs to S(Vk). Therefore, the zero locus of ϕˆn, . . . , ϕˆn−dk in V ∗ coincides with (
⊕k−1
m=1 V ∗m)×
X(dk). Since Wk ∩X(dk) = 0, we obtain W ∩N (e) ⊂⊕k−1m=1 V ∗m ⊂ (g¯e¯)∗. But then W ∩N (e) ⊂
W ∩N (e¯) = 0, and we are done. 
The following is the main result of this section.
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of the null-cone N (e) have codimension n in g∗e and hence eF 1, . . . , eF n is a regular sequence
in S(ge).
5.4. Let X ⊂ Ad
K
be a Zariski closed set and let x = (x1, . . . , xd) be a point of X. Let I
denote the defining ideal of X in the coordinate algebraA= K[X1, . . . ,Xd ] of AdK. Each nonzero
f ∈ A can be expressed as a polynomial in X1 − x1, . . . ,Xd − xd , say f = fk + fk+1 + · · ·,
where fi is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i in X1 − x1, . . . ,Xd − xd and fk = 0. We
set inx(f ) := fk and denote by inx(I ) the linear span of all inx(f ) with f ∈ I \ {0}. This is an
ideal ofA, and the affine scheme TCx(X) := SpecA/ inx(I ) is called the tangent cone to X at x.
Note that (I ∩ mkx)k0 is a descending filtration of I , and the scheme TCx(X) is nothing but the
prime spectrum of the graded algebra grmx A/gr I . It is well known that the projectivised tangent
cone PTCx(X) ⊂ PTx(X) is isomorphic to the special divisor of the blow-up of X at x; see
[11, Exercise IV-24], for example. Consequently, for X irreducible, all irreducible components
of TCx(X) have dimension equal to dimX.
Corollary 5.5. Let N be the nilpotent cone of g = gln and Fi = κ−1(i) where 1 i  n. Let
e ∈N and r = dimge. Then TCe(N ) ∼= An2−rK × SpecS(ge)/(eF 1, . . . , eF n) as affine schemes.
Proof. Since the map x 
→ (x, ·) takes e to χ and N isomorphically onto the zero locus of
the ideal J = (F1, . . . ,Fn) ⊂ S(g), the scheme TCe(N ) is isomorphic to SpecS(g)/ inχ (J ).
As χ(f ) = 1, we have g = Kf ⊕ e⊥ where e⊥ is the orthogonal complement to Ke in g. For
1  i  n write Fi = f k(i)p0,i + f k(i)−1p1,i + · · · + pk(i),i , where pj,i ∈ S(e⊥) and p0,i = 0.
According to Corollary A.2, we have p0,i = eF i . Since e⊥ and f −χ(f ) lie in the maximal ideal
of χ in K[g∗] = S(g), it follows that inχ (Fi) = eF i for all 1 i  n.
By Theorem 5.4, eF 1, . . . , eF n is a regular sequence in S(ge). Therefore, it is also a regu-
lar sequence in S(g). Since J = (F1, . . . ,Fn), it follows that the ideal inχ (J ) is generated by
eF 1, . . . , eF n; see [26, Proposition 2.1]. As a consequence,
TCe(N ) ∼= SpecS(g)/
(
eF 1, . . . ,
eF n
)∼= Ann(ge)× SpecS(ge)/(eF 1, . . . , eF n)
as affine schemes. Since dim Ann(ge) = n2 − r , the result follows. 
Conjecture 5.1. If g = gln, then for any e ∈N the scheme TCe(N ) is reduced.
Remark 5.1. 1. It can be shown that in the subregular G2 case the variety TCe(N (g))red is
isomorphic to an affine space, but the scheme TCe(N (g)) is not reduced. Thus, one cannot expect
Conjecture 5.1 to be true for any simple Lie algebra.
2. It follows from Corollary 5.5 that for g = gln the affine variety TCe(N (g))red is isomorphic
to Am
K
×N (e) where m = dimg − dimge. It is possible that this isomorphism continues to hold
for any reductive Lie algebra g. If this is the case, then the variety N (e) is always equidimen-
sional.
3. Although the variety N (e) is irreducible in some cases, in general it has many irreducible
components. Due to Theorem 2.1(iii), in order to prove Conjecture 5.1 it would be sufficient to
show that every irreducible component ofN (e) intersects with (g∗e )reg. Describing the irreducible
components of N (e) for g = gln appears to be an interesting combinatorial problem.
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6.1. In this section, Conjecture 0.1 will be verified in some special cases. The idea is that,
for some e ∈N (g), we can prove that the algebra K[ge]ge is graded polynomial. If, in addition,
it is known that ge  g∗e as ge-modules, then we conclude that Conjecture 0.1 holds for such e.
We briefly recall the structure of the centralizer ge of a nilpotent element e ∈ g as described
by the Dynkin–Kostant theory; see e.g. [8, Chapter 4]. Let {e,h,f } be an sl2-triple and g =⊕
i∈Z g(i) the corresponding Z-grading. Then ge =
⊕
i0 ge(i) and ge(0) is a maximal reductive
subalgebra of ge. Moreover, ge(0) = zg(e, f ) = zg(e,h,f ). The element e is called even if all
the eigenvalues of adh are even, i.e., if g(i) = 0 for i odd. By a classical result of Dynkin, e is
even if and only if g(1) = 0; see [10, Theorem 8.3]. In this case the weighted Dynkin diagram
of e contains only labels 0 and 2.
In the following theorem, we use some concepts and results on (1) semi-direct products of Lie
algebras and (2) contractions of Lie algebras. All the necessary definitions can be found in [17,
Section 4] and [28, Chapter 7], respectively.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that a principal nilpotent element in ge(0) is also principal in g(0) and
e is even. Then K[ge]ge is a polynomial algebra and the degrees of basic invariants (= free
homogeneous generators) are the same as those for K[g(0)]g(0).
Proof. Associated to the triple (e,h,f ) and the corresponding Z-grading, we have three Lie
algebras: g(0), ge , and q := ge(0)  (⊕i2 ge(i)). Here the sign  refers to the semi-direct
product of Lie algebras and the space
⊕
i2 ge(i) in q is regarded as commutative Lie algebra.
Clearly, dimq = dimge. The equality dimg(0) = dimge is equivalent to the fact that e is even.
Thus, all three Lie algebras have the same dimension. Here we obtain the chain of Lie algebra
contractions:
g(0) ge q.
The first contraction can be described as follows. Consider the curve e(t) := e + tf ∈ g,
t ∈ K. For t = 0, the element e(t) is G-conjugate to h. Therefore, ge(t) is isomorphic to
gh = g(0). Hence limt→0 ge(t) = ge yields a contraction of g(0) to ge. Using the terminology
of [17, Section 9], one can say that the passage ge q is an isotropy contraction of ge. By [17,
Theorem 6.2], the algebra of invariants of the adjoint representation of q is polynomial. More-
over, if a regular nilpotent element of ge(0) is also regular in g(0), then by [17, Theorem 9.5] the
invariant algebras K[g(0)]g(0) and K[q]q have the same Krull dimension and the same degrees
of basic invariants. It is easily seen that the algebra of invariants of the adjoint representation can
only become larger under contractions. Since K[g(0)]g(0) and K[q]q appear to be “the same,”
the intermediate algebra K[ge]ge must also be polynomial with the same degrees of basic invari-
ants. 
6.2. By a result of Elashvili, Panyushev (Appendix to [13]), the assumptions on e in Theo-
rem 6.1 precisely mean that e is a member of a rectangular principal nilpotent pair. The general
theory of principal nilpotent pairs (to be abbreviated as pn-pairs from now) was developed by
Victor Ginzburg [13]. Because the general notion is not needed here, we only recall the definition
of a rectangular pn-pair.
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dim(ge1 ∩ ge2) = rkg and there are pairwise commuting sl2-triples (e1, h1, f1) and (e2, h2, f2).
We say that a nilpotent orbit G · e is very nice if e is a member of a rectangular pn-pair and
ge  g∗e as ge-modules.
Corollary 6.2. Suppose G · e is very nice. Then Conjecture 0.1 holds for ge and S(g)g admits a
good generating system for e.
A classification of rectangular pn-pairs is obtained by Elashvili and Panyushev in [13, Appen-
dix]. From that classification one derives a description of very nice orbits. It is worth mentioning
that for a pn-pair (e1, e2) the condition that G · e1 is very nice does not in general guarantee that
so is G · e2.
Although there are not too many very nice nilpotent orbits (especially in the exceptional Lie
algebras), this approach does provide new examples supporting Conjecture 0.1. The examples
for sln and sp2n are not new; see Section 4.
6.3. Below we list the very nice nilpotent orbits in exceptional Lie algebras. For each such
orbit we give the Dynkin–Bala–Carter label, the weighted Dynkin diagram, and the degrees of
basic invariants for S(ge)ge :
E6 D4
0–0–2
2
–0–0 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3
E7 E6
0–2–0–2
0
–2–2 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2
A2 +A4 0–0–0–2
0
–0–0 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4
A6
0–2–0–2
0
–0–0 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3
Let us give some details on the unique orbit for E6. Here dimge = 18 and ge is the direct sum
of the 2-dimensional centre and the Takiff Lie algebra s modelled on sl3. Namely, s is just the
semi-direct product sl3  sl3.
6.4. The very nice nilpotent orbits in classical Lie algebras are described below.
1◦. g = sln. Here e is a member of a rectangular pn-pair if and only if the corresponding
partition of n is a rectangle (i.e., all the parts are equal). That is, we may assume that n = rs and
the partition of e is (r, . . . , r), with s parts. We also write e ∼ (r, . . . , r︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
) for this. It is harmless but
technically easier to work with g = gln in place of sln. Then ge is a generalised Takiff Lie algebra
modelled on gls . More precisely, ge is the factor algebra of gls ⊗ K[t] by its ideal gls ⊗ t rK[t],
where t is an indeterminate. It is easily seen that ge  g∗e . (See [23] and [17, Section 11] for
more results on generalised Takiff Lie algebras.) The second member of the rectangular pn-pair
is given by the conjugate partition (s, . . . , s), with r parts. This situation is symmetric and both
nilpotent orbits are very nice.
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partition of 2n is a rectangle whose sides have different parity. That is, we may assume that
2n = rs, where r is even and s is odd. The situation here is not symmetric. Only the orbit
corresponding to the partition (s, . . . , s) with r parts is very nice.
3◦. g = son. Here we have to distinguish the series B and D.
• If n is odd, then the only suitable partitions are the rectangles whose both sides are odd. That
is, n = rs, where r and s are odd. Then e ∼ (s, . . . , s︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
). Here both members of the rectangular
pn-pair give rise to very nice orbits.
• For n even, there are more possibilities for rectangular pn-pairs.
(1) If a partition of n is rectangle with both even sides, then neither of the respective orbits
is very nice.
(2) If n = rs + 1, where r, s are odd, the there is a rectangular pn-pair (e1, e2) with e1 ∼
(s, . . . , s︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
,1) and e2 ∼ (r, . . . , r︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
,1). Here both members of the rectangular pn-pair give
rise to very nice orbits.
(3) If n = r + s, where r, s are odd, then there is a rectangular pn-pair (e1, e2) with e1 ∼
(s,1, . . . ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
) and e2 ∼ (r,1, . . . ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
). Here neither of the respective orbits is very nice.
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Appendix A
Here we give an alternative (elementary) proof of Proposition 0.1, which is inspired by an
unpublished result of J.-Y. Charbonnel (private communication).
Let e⊥ ⊂ g be the orthogonal complement of Ke. Since (e, f ) = 1, we have g = Kf ⊕ e⊥.
Take a nonzero homogeneous F ∈ S(g)G and express it as
F = f kp0 + f k−1p1 + · · · + pk,
where pi ∈ S(e⊥) and p0 = 0.
Lemma A.1. For any nonzero homogeneous F ∈ S(g)G we have that p0 ∈ S(ge)Ge .
Proof. If g ∈ Ge , then (Adg)e⊥ ⊂ e⊥ and (Adg)f ∈ f + e⊥. Therefore,
F = g · F = (g · p0)f k + f k−1p′1 + · · · + p′k
for some p′ ∈ S(e⊥). Since g · p0 ∈ S(e⊥), this shows that p0 is Ge-invariant.i
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of S(ge), then renumbering the yi ’s if necessary we may assume that
p0 = ys1q0 + ys−11 q1 + · · · + qs,
where s  1, qi ∈ S(ge)[y2, . . . , yt ], and q0 = 0. Since the Killing form of g induces a non-
degenerate pairing between Im ad e and Im adf , there is a z ∈ g such that ([e, z], y1) = 0,
([e, z], f ) = 0 and ([e, z], yi) = 0 for all i = 1. Note that ([z, y1], e) = (y1, [e, z]) = 0 and
([z, yi], e) = 0 for all i = 1. Also, ([z, x], e) = −(z, [e, x]) = 0 for all x ∈ ge.
Rescaling z if need be, we may assume that ([z, y1], e) = 1. Then [z, y1] ∈ f +e⊥ and [z, f ] ∈
e⊥, implying
{z,F } = (sys−11 q0 + (s − 1)ys−21 q1 + · · · + q1)f k+1 + (terms with smaller powers of f )
(here {·,·} stands for the Poisson bracket of S(g) induced by the Lie product in g). This, however,
contradicts the equality {z,F } = 0. 
Corollary A.2. For any homogeneous F ∈ S(g)G we have that eF = p0 and eF ∈ S(ge)Ge .
Proof. In view of Lemma A.1 we have eF = κ−1e (κ(p0)) = κ−1(κ(p0)) = p0, as stated. 
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